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At this place, Mother Mary appeared to Mrs. Agnes. The statue of
Mother Mary, with her hands open as a mediator of all graces,
became alive, illuminated by bright lights, and Mother Mary gave her
message as follows: “Receive the graces and walk with the
graces so as to reach your exact destination, which is your
happiness.
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the priests, the religious men and women, and all our brothers to
forward the news about these witnesses, because of the limitedness of
the books we have printed, or you can read it at our website
www.hatiibuyangbahagia.org or www.heartoftheblessedmother.org
“Once again we witnessed that everything was true whatever
we have conveyed in this book, and the rest we would like to
offer it to God and the Blessed Mother Mary.”
Some citations of the Bible can be used for our reflection together:
“Never try to suppress the Spirit, or treat the gift of prophecy
with contempt; think before you do anything hold on to what is good”.
(1 Thessalonians 5: 19 -21)
When some doubts are found about what we are conveying,
Mother Mary always gives her advice to us “bring them in prayers, pray
to God, so that God Himself will give the understanding to all of us”.
“You have been warned about this, my friends; be careful not to
get carried away by the errors of unprincipled people, from the firm
ground that you are standing on. Instead, go on growing in the grace
and in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To Him are
glory, in time and eternity. Amen. (II Pet 3: 17,18)
Lord Jesus' Love and Grace, and the prayers of the Blessed
Mother Mary are always with all of you.
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THE ENDING
The special Mission of The Community of Charity Services of the
Blessed Mother who was accompanying Agnes Sawarno in carrying out
her mission from Mother Mary to European countries has ended. All was
accomplished by faith. We witnessed that in reality all that had been
experienced by Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta in 1917 during the
apparition of Mother Mary was repeated again at the time we were
present at Fatima on 13 May 2005. Mother Mary appeared and
accompanied by enchanting signs of the sun, rainfalls, cold winds, heat,
and thunder peals, even a double rainbow. We were given the
understanding that the signs were repeated, to re-echo the messages
by Mother Mary to Lucia, especially about the purification of the world,
which is on the way, and it will reach its climax by the three days of
darkness. When we return to our country, we would continue again our
mission, i.e. to work together with Mother Mary.
We were also suggested to witness the hope of heaven to
convert God's children wholly to return to God and in order that
the priests would work together with Mother Mary to seek and to
save the lost ones.
We were also asked to forward the messages to the
highest leader of the Catholic Church about the hope of heaven
to reconsider “some of the decisions of the Church”, which were
influenced by the world spirit that had caused a lot of God's
children to neglect and even to leave Lord Jesus. Actually Lord
Jesus Christ is God, and the Only One. There is no other Salvation
except through Him, because He Is the Salvation itself. After He
had ascended to heaven, He never sent down another way of
Salvation. Any other teaching beyond this teaching has come
from the world. Whoever believes in Jesus as God, he will be
saved, and whoever does not, will be lost together with the
world.
Thus were the Witnesses and reports about our mission to
Fatima and other places as from 10 - 22 May 2005, all are presented as
they were. Up to this moment, there have still been quite a number of
things we ourselves have not understood completely yet, but because
we did all that in faith, we were sure that God would finish and perfect
this work. We also asked the willingness of the Archbishops, Bishops,
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My children, my sadness is because the time is so close. But I
believe, God is Merciful and my children will be saved; they who are
gone will be returned, found by His Power. That I believe. God will do that
to my children, to His children all over the world. This you have to
believe, for this plan is written in your Bible and will be declared by God
because a lot of men are falling into sins, and many of my children leaves
God. God will not wait too long to finish this world.”
“My children, it will be very soon for you to face the heavy
sufferings in your country. That will happen. If you are not in one heart
and one soul in your family, and with your brothers, and you who serve, I
truly do not want you all to suffer in that event. This is my wish, my
children. This is the critical moment, which is very deep, very important
that I told you about. That will be very hard!
If you do not keep together, you will suffer more heavily later. Come
closer, my children, come closer to God. That is what is important for
you. This is the truth, if I might ask God to delay, just for a bit of time.
But there's no more time, it is time my children, this cannot be delayed
anymore. I ask you to convey this Truth and also to your priests. Don't
be afraid and worry, let God's Mercy be on them when you convey this
Truth. Will you do this?”
“This is also my greeting to Agnes, for it is quite heavy for her.
She is now being asked by God to accept the Living Cross, in one bond
with God, to be conveyed to you, so that this sign will change you and to
be a good son and remain faithful to God, even though you suffer from
all the troubles in your life, you stay close to God.
God is the Cross. The Living Cross that saved you, so that you will get to
end in happiness. God is the Living Cross and the Light. He is your God
who created you, saved you, came down to earth in every way; He did
that for it is His Plan, the world cannot give that and hold off what has
been His Will. Everything has to happen, that is why He came down to
earth so that God, the true Living Cross, can be accepted in men's live,
like you, my children. This is what I tell you tonight, in order for you to
understand, deeper in your faith and your belief and loyalty to God and
not to be loosen again. Everything is there, whatever event to come to
this world; you will stay in one heart and one soul with God, bond in one
heart and one soul with your brothers, in your family and in this
community. Do you understand?”

Printed for our community
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accepting Me in your life. This is the truth that you have to listen from
Me.
The wood is only a way for Me. I created Israel because I have a plan for
My Presence. But you also accept Me in your life even though you are not
Israelites, but the salvation is for all mankind I created on this earth. Do
you understand?
Thank you; thank you. You do understand. Good, I want My
Children to return to Me in these last moments. Therefore, I send your
Mother to work with you. I can, I can take them all by My Power, but that
is not what I have planned. I have given mankind lives. I provide lives for
the people, in order for them to be aware of their lives and come to Me,
then My Power will be with all of My children.”
Hey you, through My Power I can do all that. But not that! I want your full
awareness to come to Me. This is I!”
Citation of the message by Mother Mary in the Recollection at
Ambarawa, Central Java on 4 December 2005
“Thank you. For you to understand, Lucia is not among you
anymore. Now I give this assignment to Agnes, in order that Agnes can
convey my heart-content, so that my children will be ready to face this
purification. I also gave Lucia to you, just as I give Agnes to you.
My children, so big are the world's powers that the words and
heart-content of heaven are difficult to be heard. This is what saddens
me.
I have come many times to convey my heart-content to my children.
Especially to Lucia, even Lucia could not finish it because the priests hid
themselves with all those messages, as if there were no messages of
mine. It was time for Lucia to pass away. That is why I unite Agnes in my
journey with Lucia, so that my messages are conveyed again to you, all
of you. The messages are kept into safety by your Highest Priest, and
also by your priests who understand my heart-content about the
purification, because they are afraid of the world. But I will not sit still,
that is why Agnes is prepared to be the last to convey this Truth.
My beloved children, accept what I told you at this moment.
Ponder it! This is true! No regrets, when the time comes and you still do
not understand. And I ask you, convey this to them, especially to your
priests. Do not you worry, my prayer are with you. And also, tell your
Highest Priest to open the message and declare it to the world
about the purification.
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FOREWORD
Since 1995, Lord Jesus and the Blessed Virgin Mary have been
present and actually working in Indonesia. It began with the event of
the apparition of the Blessed Mother Mary at Sendangsono (Marian
shrine in central Java, Archdiocese of Semarang, Indonesia) to Agnes
Sawarno (Indonesian visionary) at the time she was 49 years of age, an
ordinary housewife, married to an army officer called Tarsicius
Sawarno. For the mission together with the Blessed Mother Mary, she
had been prepared far before, i.e. for 24 years long by Lord Jesus
Himself.
The important message conveyed by the Blessed Mother Mary
was about conversion; it was meant to make all God's children
having reconciled completely return to the heavenly Father and
prepare themselves facing the purification of the world that
would culminate in three days of darkness which will cover the
whole world.
The messages, as conveyed by Lord Jesus as well as by the
Blessed Mother Mary, were delivered in a 'unique' way, i.e. a new way,
which had never been used before. The messages were delivered
instantly, whereas Mrs. Agnes was only acted as a 'microphone'. In that
way, all the people present at that moment were able to hear for
themselves, whatever conveyed. Agnes was completely empowered by
God's Grace. Beside that, Lord Jesus also used Agnes' physics to move,
to touch people, to bless, and so on. She did not know whatever she said
at that moment, even though she was physically aware: she could move
kinetically to support her expressions, and she could also walk and
touch other people, and so on. This way was used because the time has
been too short, and in this way the messages were spread out much
more quickly.
Mother Mary presented herself as the Blessed Mother (in the
Community of Charity Services of The Blessed Mother, Mother Mary
made herself clear that She had come to Indonesia as Mother for her
children. She wanted to be called Mother by all her children, and she
wanted to be called as such as Lord Jesus gave her at the foot of the
cross, John. 19:26-27c; Lumen Gentium 62). In May 1995, she
established a Community of Charity Services of the Blessed Mother,
representing as instruments to spread the messages as given through
Agnes Sawarno by Lord Jesus as well as by Mother Mary. Mother Mary
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said that the messages concerning the world purification had been
informed also to her other children, especially at the event of apparition
of the Blessed Mother Mary at Fatima, Portugal 1917, to the three little
shepherds: Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta, i.e. part of the third Fatima
secrets, which had not been made public yet by the Holy See. The
messages concerning the world purification passed on through this
community had always been given in connection with the secret
messages to Lucia.
At the beginning, the messages of Mother Mary through Agnes
Sawarno were only directed to her children in Indonesia, until Sister
Lucia, one of the three little shepherds who had seen the apparition at
Fatima, and the only one who had a long life, passed away at the
Carmelite Convent in Coimbra, Portugal, on 13 February 2005, at the
age of 97. On 14 February 2005, the grace of God accompanied the
spirit of Sister Lucia visited Agnes at her home in Cimahi, Diocese
Bandung, West Java, Indonesia, and through spiritual locutions invited
Agnes to visit Fatima. The invitation was repeated again on 17 February
2005, in the same way as before. In responding to the invitation,
primarily the members of the Community and the supporting priests
were suggesting two alternatives, i.e. to visit Fatima on 12 or 13 May or
October, which are the traditional dates of the pilgrimage to Fatima, so
far.
Saint John, the Apostle, who is the spiritual leader of Agnes and
the Community of the Charity Services of the Blessed Mother, exhorted
that the visit has to be made, the sooner the better, in order that the
European people would get the sign for their repentance before the
purification of the world takes place. If Agnes and the Community did
not come there earlier, the European people would not come to know
about the warning sign to prepare themselves, but instead they would
directly experience the climax of the purification, i.e. “the three days of
darkness”. During the weekly Prayer of Longing for God of this
community in Cimahi on 18 February 2005, Mother Mary also said that
the visit to Fatima had to be made as soon as possible. Europe and the
world would receive the sign, given by the heaven at Fatima, so that
more people would be saved. Mother Mary sent Agnes Sawarno and the
Community to convey the prophecy about the presence of this “sign”,
and to become witnesses of the event at Fatima during their visit. So the
task delegated to the Community which was at the beginning limited to
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faithful. For faith is I, the one you believe in. I will protect you all. I will
tell the world, I Am the Almighty. Devil will fight against you in this
world, but I Exist and Live and I Am Close to you, therefore bring
yourselves closer to Me so you will not lead yourselves into temptation
from the devil. You know, the time will come; you will be in the eternal
place forever.
Ponder the things I have told you about! Ponder it…! Be closer to Me and
be good in your lives. You are the witnesses of this Truth.”
I Am telling you Alexius: “Convey My Will soon! Convey to
your Highest Priest that I Am the Way of Salvation! There is no
other way!”
Do not be afraid, I will be with you in your journey with your Mother. It
was I who sent down your Mother to this earth, for this Truth will
disappear because of men's will with the world. But I do not sit still. This
is My Way, I can talk to you, I am in heaven, and through this child I
convey My Heart-content. This is the last moment for the world.
Go, and go to serve and save them! I will give My Mercy to those
who open their hearts. This is I. Look! I am with this child. It is not this
child, who says the words, but I. It's not enough, it has to be this way… I
open your heart in this way… Let the priests flare up emotionally
because of My Presence with this child. Look, and I will wait; will they
judge this child? You will be the witnesses. No one will harm this child,
for I Am with her; and you go and convey this Truth immediately. Don't
you delay to tell about all this. Don't you stand still but work and serve!
Remember, the time is very short for the world! Remember My Words.
Don't be surprised when those sufferings come among you for I have
told you about this already. This shall be your power for you have heard
of it before. Do you understand?
Good, that you understand. All right! I came; I have talked a lot,
I have told you about the Truth so that men will have their way to come
to Me. If I did not start, where would you go? You will not get to the end.
But that is not My Plan. I created you, I finished that, I keep a watch
over you, I accept you, and I give you. But they who believe accept it.
Those who do not believe, are useless to live, and useless for them to
die for the death is meaningless.
I have given you this Living Cross to this child, in order for you to
see and feel and remember the way I came. This child is the witness. I
Am the Cross. I Am…! I planned it. I gave it. It is I. I, and I! If you are
willing to take the Cross, I will be with you, meaning, that you are
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Be faithful! Do not give your heart to the world. Do not you try to
find powers from the world. Well, you who believe in Me, trust Me
completely. Do not let yourself be deceived by the world. Woe to you!
I have come, do you know? I've made this child to be a witness
for you. Have you forgotten the meaning of faith, and your faithfulness
has been made everlasting in this world. I Am the Cross, do you
understand?
Whoever does not accept the Cross, will be destroyed together
with the world. The Cross is Me Myself who have been bond with you.
This is I. I Am as I Am, and I do not change, all My Plans are eternal, till I
come to this earth. Whoever believe, he will be saved, only I who can
save you.
Well, my children, I am telling you today, and ponder them! I ask
for your faithfulness, be faithful until I purify the world. That has to
happen. That has to happen and happen. What ever is conveyed is true.
That is not from them. Whatever is conveyed comes from Me. Look,
what do you see in this earth, the world, what has happened to the
world… That is the beginning. Are you still faithful to Me?
Suffering will come. That suffering will come among you. Are you
still faithful?
Do not deny! Peter…! He denied. He wanted to be faithful. His
faithfulness had not been complete. You will also experience it later. If
you were to suffer, you would turn from Me. You would turn. I ask for
your faithfulness in your sufferings. I will come to save you, with the
suffering I planned for your happiness. I will not neglect you. I have
created you. No…! I am responsible for all your plans but for those who
believes.”
I Am telling you Alexius (priest who brought of recollection): “No! All
their decisions are wrong! They dared to deny My Word because
of the world, afraid of the world. And once again, Alexius, I ask you
to tell them what I want. Tell them I Am the Way of the Truth and
Salvation. You who believe will be saved, but who does not
believe will die uselessly. I no longer send down any other
salvation to this earth until I come back to be Judge of the
mankind.” Do not you believe such a thing, as it is the decision men
made, but deceived the people.” (In the Second Council of Vatican, red.)
“You will soon experience a lot of sufferings, but keep on being
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her children in Indonesia, now is to include the whole world, ECHOING
ONCE AGAIN AND PASSING ON THE MESSAGES OF SISTER
LUCIA, she accepted from Mother Mary. The 'signs' to be given to the
world would be the same as the signs accompanying the apparition of
the Blessed Mother at Fatima in 1917 to Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta.
Before leaving to comply with the assignment of this mission,
the Community of Charity of Services of the Blessed Mother had issued a
written testimony in the form of a booklet entitled “THE MIRACLE OF
THE SUN IS PERFORMED AGAIN and THE PURIFICATION IS NEAR”. It
was meant to communicate the prophecy about the repetition of the
event of the 'signs' happening at the time Agnes Sawarno and the
Community were at Fatima, just as Mother Mary promised. The report of
the mission with the title “MUJIZAT KEMBALI TERJADI DAN PUNCAK
PEMURNIAN DUNIA SUDAH SEMAKIN DEKAT” was our second booklet
(first edition Indonesian language) and ”THE MIRACLE HAPPENS
AGAIN AND THE CLIMAX OF THE PURIFICATION OF THE WORLD
IS EXTREMLY NEARING” (translated to English from the second
edition of the Indonesian language to be published in March 2006)
illustrating our testimony and experiences as they were, with full
awareness that the pilgrimage would have really been a spiritual
mission we faithfully made, although it was sometimes not fully
understood by us. At the second edition, we added a new understanding
from Mother Mary and some messages that are very closely related with
this mission and that we got it afterwards, after the first edition was
published.
As to our witnesses, we would fully be relying on Jesus, our Lord
and God, and to the Blessed Mother, who sent and accompanied us
during the mission, being one heart and one soul with us.

Jakarta, 12 January 2006
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BACKGROUND OF THE MISSION
Soon after the death of Sister Lucia, Agnes Sawarno and the
Community of Charity Services of the Blessed Mother received a new
assignment from Mother Mary to continue Sister Lucia's assignment,
which was already started together with her. The citations of the
messages of Mother Mary about it were as follows:
“My beloved children, this is my real sadness in these last
moments … I have to take along my children to be saved from this earth.
You have heard that Lucia has been happy in heaven, but she keeps on
working with me to pray for my children on this earth. Now it is Agnes,
who is to continue this spiritual journey. I will bring her to be my witness
in this world. Whatever was given to Lucia from me would be repeated
through Agnes. Pray for her! I will take along this child with me. The
world cannot prevent me, this is the last chance for the world.”
“Tell this to the priests who are accompanying Agnes. Prepare
well to accompany her; I will take her to be witness to the world. As the
last… I will ask God for the miracle, as given to Lucia. This assignment is
quite heavy for Agnes. The world, and her mates who do not understand
this, will be against her, but this child has been sufficiently prepared by
God, and by The Divine Providence, as it is mentioned in your Bible.”
“My children! Work together properly. My greetings to Isak
Doera, Alexius, Heribertus, and all of them who believe in God's
presence and mine, your Mother, in your country. Tell them to
accompany Agnes to witness the repetition of the important events
together with Lucia, which I gave to those in the far away places.”
“Give my love to Agnes! Tell her not to be afraid. God will be with
her. Heaven also prays for her mission to convert many people. Those
are the last moments! Last moment, indeed! And that will happen in the
other continent outside your country. This is what I say to you. The time
is closely nearing. Prepare yourselves well. Believe me, there is only one
God, and that is your God in heaven, Father who has given you life up to
now. Well, this is my message for Agnes, and for all of those, especially
the priests who will be accompanying Agnes, and I will be with you over
there, and I will wait for you there until that event happens again to my
children over there together with Agnes. This is the important message I
give you”. (18 February 2005)
“All right, I will tell you that Lucia has been happy with me. It was
to her that for the first time I conveyed what was in my heart about “the
world purification” according to God's plan. This has been written in
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is present to determine the follow-up of the condition of the sick man,
whether he will be better from his sickness, or he will keep on living or
die at that time, everything depends upon God's Hand.
All of the
priests are assigned to make the sick man ready spiritually. If the
postponement done by the priest causes the sick man to die in the
condition of sinfulness, the priest will have to bear his sins, that is why a
Priest receives his calling and is sealed with the Sacrament of Holy
Orders.
Citation of the message by Lord Jesus in the Recollection at
Ambarawa, Central Java on 4 December 2005
“This is the time I talk. This child I have called for you in order for
you to understand that I Am with you in many ways of Mine.
The world…, the world… has misled many people. I have come; I
come to this earth to meet whoever I have created, but they deny Me.
This is the last moment for you. This is the content of My Heart, I Am
speaking from heaven through this child so that you can hear Me. This is
My Heart-contents.
Do not you ever say that this child is deviated. The world cannot
make her go astray, because it is I who calls her. I gave her to you to let
you know that I exist and I am present and never extinct. I Am the Life! I
Am the Living Spirit. I ask you to come in spirit, please pray in spirit for
you to come and meet Me.
My beloved children do not say that this child is deviated. I have
taken her from the world; I have saved her from this world, and this child
is to be a witness about the truth and the world. Because there have
been deviators in mankind. Deviations indeed exist, but woe to those
who cause deviations, especially you; you have been saved in My Name
Jesus. I am telling you, up to now there is no one who can take away this
child. Do you understand?
The world…! The devil is fighting against this child because I am
with her and I've provided her as I did to your apostles.
Do not say that 'I am God, I am here, I am there', and you run
here and there. You will not get anything. The time will come when many
people will say 'this is I. I am Jesus'. Be careful! There will be time for all
these deceptions will happen to many people, but you who believe listen
to Me carefully.
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understand. I have come to the world to be one with you.
And I am asking you, to serve one another and to love one
another just as I love you. I will come; this is My Power. My Power will
come among you at these last moments. I am giving you this. I Am as I
Am. I have come to give this understanding to you, hey My priests, this
is I and state that I am in your lives and I am asking from you to bring My
children back to Me. That is your assignment, and go to serve these last
moments together with this child. I Am Blessing you all. This is what I
do. I have come to give this understanding to you. Do you understand all
this?”
“This is I. I am stating all these in this child. And for you, who are
called to work, work well; I Am gathering you! In order that you
understand only in My Name, Jesus, you have the power. You will not be
able to walk by yourselves without Me. And accept Me in your lives which
I have already given to the world at this moment”.
“This is the last moment; I give this sign to you through this
child. Let this child suffer for you so that you will understand that My
Love comes among you. Please, work at these moments, hey My
children, so that you will not enter into temptations which are coming
from the world. I will be with all of you, and think of My Presence. This is
I. I Am stating Myself to you. I am the Victory. I am your God, and be My
Witnesses. Do not be afraid, I will be with you wherever you are. Accept
My Blessing … (Spiritual language, red.). Be a blessing to all of you. At
this very moment, I Am forgiving all your sins. Do not you make any
more sins! Remember… remember. Go and be My Witnesses…! Till we
meet again in your prayers, come to Me, please”.
In the sharing after that event, Agnes Sawarno said that first of
all the sign was given to provide the priest who was present, whose
assignment was to convey this event and the special message of Lord
Jesus about receiving His Sacrament, i.e. Sacrament of Anointing of the
Sick. It is the duty of a priest not to postpone giving the Sacrament to
those who calls him at any time. The priests are provided with by God
and are assigned to be His Intermediaries, to accompany a sick man,
especially one who is very sick. Beside if a sick man gets the Sacrament
of Anointing of the sick man, instantly he will have to receive also the
Sacrament of Confession and Eucharistic (unless he is not aware of the
condition), because these three Sacraments are closely related with the
Salvation of Jesus Christ. This is also the moment to be re-conciliated
with God. God wants to state His Power at that time. God's Power which
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your Bible, but you do not seem to understand. (Cf. Luke 21: 5-19;
Matthew 24:3-14; Marc 13:3-13; Rev. 3:10) Now Lucia has returned to
God. Those signs I gave to her when she was still alive. She was the
witness to whatever I said to her, but those messages were not
informed to you. However, God's will works! Lucia had delivered
this message to those whom she relied on. However, that is not enough
yet, my children; that is why I have come down again and again to the
world to approach to my children. Still, that was not enough yet, there
are still a lot of them who left God and went with the world. Yet I keep on
working through Agnes. This child has been prepared in her mother's
womb. Do not think this child has not been prepared well yet. She was
made well-prepared for the last time in God's plan to purify the world.”
My children, after Lucia was home in heaven, Agnes will
continue this assignment. Whatever I conveyed to Lucia was also
passed on to Agnes together with you. (The messages on the world
purification had been passed on to her since 1995: I have come here to
take up my children to God. Because there will happen three days of
darkness all over the world; no sun, nor moon, nor stars; all this will
happen at the beginning of the year. All this will be just a 'sign', in order
that all human beings be made aware of the necessity of returning to
God” - 3 April 1995. That will be the purification of the world 23
February 2000). Nothing more is hidden, but a lot more of knowledge is
added, which you do not understand yet during the spiritual journey
together with God, with me, and all the angels and the people sanctified
by God in heaven; but in this community God will open your eyes at the
last moments in order that you understand the truth. That is true!
Heaven exists, and God's Kingdom exists, and God together with me
exist, and everything in heaven will work and pray for all my children in
the world.
I will take Agnes along to be witness about this truth for the
world. I will take her a long way off. These last moments I will take this
child so as to make many more people converted to God with all the
events to happen soon, together with Agnes and you whom I will take
along to far away places off.
“Once again I say to you, make yourselves well-prepared
together with Agnes to be witnesses for the world's eye. Do not be
afraid, all that will happen. Do not be worried, let all happen according to
God's will, not your will, but take up your assignment as well as you can.
Prepare yourselves carefully and truthfully, with all your hearts, your
togetherness with one heart and one soul. I will unite you in love and
charity. You are all my children because of your togetherness with me,
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and I will wait for you, and the moment you arrive everything will be all
right.” (25 February 2005)
“Those who are leaving together with Agnes, please prepare
yourselves well. Do not be afraid with all your doubts, everything will
happen according to God's Will. But I ask you, from today on, to be one
heart and one soul. No more pebbles, nor thorns in the bottom of your
hearts, instead there is joy, togetherness, one heart and one soul, and
you will leave with joy. And I will wait for you over there; and your God
will give you His blessings in your journey, and you will all be safe up to
the place of destination, and everything will happen according to God's
will, in order that they will be converted. I will take along Agnes to be
witness about this truth through Lucia.” (20 March 2005)
“Well, My beloved children! Open your hearts in truth. Enter into
Life, into God's Life in heaven. The assignment I gave to Agnes is the
last. I have given quite a lot to my children all over the world, but the
last, I give to Agnes.
After Lucia had passed away, Lucia kept on working together
with me and with you in this community. Lucia is also with me in this
community. That is why I tell you to go on in your journey. I will be there
waiting for you. Do not be afraid! Together with Agnes, God will bless
you all up to the place of destination. God will give you all the best, all
the loveliest, to save His children. That will of course be the last miracle
for them, but for you, just keep on working. Be well prepared, for those
accompanying Agnes. Straighten your hearts and be prepared! For this
duty is not at all easy for you. That was the assignment I gave you
together with Agnes. I will take her along to be my witness about this
truth, that until now I have always been with Lucia to reveal these truths
to the priests and to my children. But those messages had not been
revealed completely as it was; some are still hidden. But this time
I declare together with you and Agnes in this country. Let Agnes become
the last witness in my mission. Be well prepared! Bring your spirit rather
than your flesh, together with Agnes to arrive at the place that I have
already provided for you together with Agnes”. (28 March 2005)
“My greetings to Isak Doera, Heribertus, and Alexius. Tell them
to prepare themselves well in order to go with Agnes together with all
those accompanying Agnes. Watch out completely well, and be
controlled yourselves. Do not let you be under the control of the Satan
coming from this world. I will be waiting for you. (3 April 2005).
“All My children who are present here, I will take along Agnes
these last moments to be witness about the truth where I come to
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all that I have conveyed, and you, too, all the priests, be happy that you
are called to be priests. I am saying it sincerely to you. You are called to
be one with your apostles, to be one with me, that will be your place
later. What is important is that you are faithful and honest and your
hearts are sincere, and always to keep on your hearts holy in your
prayers of abandonment to God, then you will enter into one heart and
one soul with God on your journey of your vocation as a priest. This is
the understanding which is the deepest that I am forwarding to you.”
Agnes Sawarno bore the cross for the second time at Cimahi,
West Java on 18 November 2005
On the spiritual journey to Santiago de Compostella, after we
prayed the prayers at the Adoration chapel in the Cathedral, where the
Eucharistic Sacrament was enthroned, Agnes Sawarno experienced to
bear the cross spiritually for the first time. On 18 November 2005, at her
home in Cimahi, between 02.30 and 07.30 AM, Agnes Sawarno again
experienced to bear the cross spiritually for the second time. Before
staggering out of her bed, she had been helplessly lying limply in her bed
sighing for the unbearable burden on her helpless body, while conveying
advices to some members of our community to be as close as possible to
God all the time. This lasted for about 4 hours. After she received the 3
Sacraments (i.e. Confession, Anointing of the Sick, and Eucharistic),
she tried hard to stand up without any help of others (as she wished),
and immediately followed by a sudden fall on the floor. Then she tried
hard to stand up again and started staggering for about 9 meters in 20
minutes. During this time, she was trying as hard as possible to walk, as
it were, bearing a burden on her shoulder. Meanwhile, she had been
rolling down on the floor for 3 times. In the end, she was seen to try to
stand up bit by bit on a pole, and then she spread out her hands like one
being crossed and stood on her toes, and there was heard a voice
coming out of her mouth saying out the heart-content of Jesus, as
follows:
“This is I who come with Agnes. This is the sign of My Love, hey
My priest, in order that you understand. This is I. I Am the Cross, the
Living Cross I have given to you. And you must believe and believe, only
I that can save you. No salvation that comes from this world. This is I;
look at Me together with this child. Do not say again that you do not
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“It is true, Heaven is happiness, full of joy. The truths are stated
in the hearts of my children in order that they can forward this. No more
doubts. There is only One God, in Heaven. He is your God, Jesus. Who
is reining in heaven with all His angels, and with me, your Mother, for I
was His creation, in all His plans to reveal His Presence on earth! I have
already existed, before the world was created. I have existed together
with God, with all the angels in His Plans. So that when God Comes down
to be the Judge for human beings that is your God. Your God's Statement
to become a human being was taken from this world, but the living God
is to be the God you are praising wholly and will judge you and raise you
in happiness. That is the deepest understanding that Heaven is giving
you. Nevertheless, accept your God who became a human being called
Jesus, as conveyed by the angels in my life together with Joseph.
Joseph meaning wise, that is why he walks with all his full
wisdom. He accepted his task well and took care of me well. And I was
living a spiritual life. I was not created the same as you are. I was the
spirit that lives with God. That is why the world cannot take me away into
sinfulness, in order that you understand. I want to tell this truth. God the
Almighty, His Spirit was present in my womb according to His Power and
was born according to His Power and lived according to His Plan to save
the human beings and was willing to die according to His Plan and was
rising according to His Plan and ascended to heaven. Now your God is in
heaven. I witnessed it. I am the living spirit. That is only a means in order
that God descends to be a human being. If God descends from Heaven
down to this world, He will not become a human being, human beings
will not see and will not know, either, about His Presence on earth. All
stories in your Holy Bible are presented in human language, but all that
happens are God's Power, God's Plan. On this journey I am present on
this earth together with God, to live among you. So far do you
understand?
Especially you, all the priests. You should understand. That is
your assignment to bring my children back to God. Nowadays, the
heaven's wealth has been left among you through His Body and Blood; it
is among you in union with all the priests. I ask all the priests to keep
your hearts holy in God's Power. God Is with you. Prepare yourselves well
when you want to offer the Body and Blood of the Lord for my children.
That is it... Enter into it, in the real understanding that you are called to
be one with God. This is it, all the priests, I am giving you these
understandings at these last moments so that my children understand
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deliver this truth. This is just the right moment, where Lucia is no longer
here in the world, and she cannot do much indeed, and cannot do all I
had given to her because she was tied to her surroundings.
My children, I have also come to other countries, and they did
not work it out well, either. Now I have come to your country. I am
sharing in Agnes's life. Now she is working in the last moment, and it is
quite hard for her to accomplish. She will become witness in these last
moments.
My children, you will leave together with Agnes, do not be
worried. I, your Mother, will be with you all and I will be waiting for you
over there. Everything will happen according to God's Will as I
told Lucia about it.
”The messages of Mother Mary to Lucia on the first
apparition at Fatima on 13 May 1917 was closed with the
following words:
“… Afterwards, I will return here yet a seventh time”.
Initially, at the time this book was printed for the first time
in Indonesian language, we were still asking ourselves
whether or not the presence of Mother Mary on 13 May
2005 at Fatima was the fulfillment of this promise of Hers
we do not know yet (Fatima in Lucia's own words,
Secretariado Dos Pastorinhos, Fatima 2003, page 175, that
we bought in Fatima when we were there at that time).
However, in the recollection at the “Gedang Anak” Ungaran,
Central Java, on 28 August 2005, Mother Mary declared
plainly that the apparition at Fatima on 13 May 2005, was
indeed the fulfillment of this promise of hers.
“Whatever I said to Lucia, there would be the time for me to
return again, for the last time. That was what I said to Lucia. The
seventh time would be the perfect number, and I had given it to you
to be a witness of the truths, since my coming to Lucia was actually to
prophesize about the world purification. My children, I give all these
responsibilities to all of you to re-enliven that message of mine. And
there is no more, no more, of such an event occurring at that town
until the purification of the world comes down to this earth. Even if
your Highest Priest came to visit, such an event would not occur
again. I gave that prophecy to you, and I prepared this child, Agnes,
to accept these last prophecy together with you. Be happy, all of you,
that sign is a great sign.” (28 August 2005)
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“My beloved children, once again, you, who are accompanying
Agnes, I will send you to far away places from your country, be together
in one, and rejoice together in your spiritual journey. Be happy to be
witnesses about this truth. I have united you in one; you are all my
children whom I take along to work together with me, your Mother, no
more conflicts between you; but there is joy, wherever you meet, there
will be joy, one heart and one soul in the spirit of God's Love; just as I
was with all the disciples. I wish there will be no difference, as my
presence with Agnes you are all in one. I will make you into one unite
with me, your Mother, in your lives where you will serve together with
Agnes”.
“My children do not be afraid! God will be with you in your
mission. Your God will also be waiting for you through His Power. Agnes
will be with me. Once again, you who are leaving, be rejoiced, enjoy
yourselves, be prepared so that you will not be tempted in your mission.
Keep on praying. That is my request”.
“Please, believe that everything will happen, this is the
last moment for the world, and Agnes will be my witness about
my presence in this world. This is my beloved child; I like her very
much, because she is always humble. Look at her! Judge what she is like
in front of you. She always behaves herself as she is, just as whatever
she possesses in her life. She accepts this assignment appropriately
well, although it is heavy, quite heavy for her, but she relies on God,
therefore she becomes strong together with you. Pray for her, that is
your duty, because she is still human. She could think differently of the
assignment I have given her, because she might feel it heavy to accept
all this. However, she is strong, she will be strong, and will arrive at the
destination. The assignment she has adopted up to the end will be for
my children. She will bring all my children back to God. That is her
assignment, and when she comes back, she will be happy together with
me. Truly, I say it is true, indeed; I will give her to you. She does not
speak of her own wish, she has not the strength, nor the power to do
whatever she likes, nor any words, nothing is out of her life. All this
comes from God who has given it to her. Whatever is passed on to you by
Agnes does not come from her. No way, she even has no power to do it!
Whatever is in her is just the faith and willingness to accept the
assignment well. Let the others be angry with Agnes, but they are not
angry with Agnes but with the Creator who has given Agnes to you. Let
all happen to the eye of the world, so that those who are willing to
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sick, the sufferers, every kind of grieves. They keep on happening. They
will not be stop, all over the world, especially in your country.
Remember what I have promised you, my priests and all of you my
children who listened to my messages that have been forwarded to you.
In a short time, there will be a terrifying earthquake in your country, and
you will experience quite a heavy hurricane. However, if you were in one
in serving, you would be safe from that disaster. My priest, please
understand what I have been telling you about, since I came to your
country until this moment.”
It has been quite a lot of prophecies, but a lot of the priests
cannot accept them. They believe in themselves, in their capabilities. Is
it very heavy for the priests to accept humility in order to contemplate a
bit about my presence among you together with Agnes? Are their hearts
so closed? Where are their faiths?
Faith is to understand. Understanding is caused by faith. Faithful
through God's Power, everything has been given among you. I see the
priests' arrogant. Is that enough already? Look...! Heaven sees what
they have done. A lot of my children became doubtful, and they left God
and followed the world. Is that what they have served? However,
Heaven has His Hand on it, but all the priests are not willing to accept it.
Where are their hearts to understand? Do they think their servings have
been all right? Look, you are witnesses to the fact that a lot of my
children have gone away from God. Still they are closing their hearts,
their ears, and their eyes, to see my children leaving off. Look at the
priests, working according to their own hearts' will. They are no longer
serving my children. Where are their servings?
God comes and God ascends to Heaven, still He Serves. The
priests are called to serve and to gather and to teach the truth and the
salvation about God. Not to make themselves more important than to
serve together with God. This is what has happened all over the world,
including this country of yours. The priests are enjoying the praises
given to them by the world, but they have left the real meaning given by
God in their lives as priest. Nevertheless, I am asking you, my children,
that is your assignment. Pray for them and forward all this to them. Do
not turn back, pass them on and on, and pray to God together with me,
your Mother, for the priests, as well as for my children who are closing
their hearts at these last moments.”
“.... it is left to you to serve fully. The meaning of life in God is
to serve. That is the real meaning, to serve...”
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and emotional upset. Because of your mouths, other people suffer. No!
So you mouths are only used to speak well, well, and well. Understand?''
Citation of the message by Mother Mary in the Recollection at
Jakarta on 13 November 2005
“My beloved priests, and all my children who accompanied
Agnes to the places that I have sent you, I have brought you to other
countries (in the mission to Fatima, May 2005, red.), I would have told
you that in those countries there were a lot of my children who have left
God in their lives, that was the reason I have brought you. I have made
you my witnesses, when you will convey this truth to your highest
leader. I mention his name here: Benedict (Pope Benedict XVI, red.).
Convey these messages to him these last moments. I am telling you my
priests. Do it! Do not be afraid, for heaven has seen that what they
have reached as a decision is wrong. Victory is in God's hand.
Everything is in God and salvation is in the hand of God, and they have
been afraid of the world. Do you understand, my priests?
Thank you. That statement, that decision (in the Second
Council of Vatican, red.) that have shaken the faith of my
children as well as their trust to my priests. I, your Mother... this
last moment this truth ought to be revealed, whoever believe will be
saved, whoever do not believe will be lost with the world. These are the
last moments for the world.
Well, My priests look at the world! Do not you see the world? The
signs have been given all over the world, only part of them is still to
come, and after that the purification will occur. Leave all the priests who
closed their hearts. God says, these last moments, whoever harden
their hearts, they will become more and more hardened, for God's
Power work for people who open their hearts to return to God and
abandon themselves wholly to Him, and God will save them.
My children, I have prayed to God that His Mercy will be poured
down on my children who understand, also who do not understand, for I
was afraid, the Power of God will come down terrifyingly. Will they be
able to receive the Mighty Power of God? That is your assignment, My
priests. My children, tell this to all your colleagues, the priests all over
your country. Let God's Power, His Mercy pours down where you convey
this Truth.
“My children, I have told you. The world are killing each others,
suffering from famine, hurting each others, slandering, there are the
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believe will come back safely. That is my hope! These last moments, this
is just my last approach to the world. If the human beings still deny it
and they were also unwilling to come back, I would leave it to God's Will.
This is my last approach. I will bring Agnes together with you to them to
convert them and to bring them to God at the last moments. That is all,
my children, and no more. This is what I want to say to you tonight. Well,
I am sure my hope will come true, and, please, understand it. Not
because God cannot do all this. Nothing of that kind! Human beings
should open their hearts to come to God. That is what God Himself
wishes in heaven. Return wholly to God, my child”. (8 April 2005).
“And you Alexius and Isak Doera, tonight you should fully
believe in doing the assignment I have given to you together with Agnes
and all my children whom I will take along to far away places. I will be
waiting for you over there. Do not be worried, everything I will bring
back to God. God will give all that, where all of you will arrive at the
places of destination. Nothing will happen to you together with Agnes,
because you will be witnesses; all of you will be happy over there and
happily return to your country. Do not be worried; God will be with you
all. Prepare your hearts properly well, that is more important. Your
hearts, my children! Before you leave, come together and pray! Please,
be one heart and one soul, wherever you will be leaving for together
with Agnes. No more mistakes among you, but you work together for
the Truth, and for the Salvation of the world. Be happy, I send you for
the sake of the world, the last chance for the world. Alexius, prepare
yourself properly, whatever you have to do together with Isak Doera,
and Heribertus. But the rest, leave it to God to arrange all the spiritual
journey you will make, as well as all your assignments waiting for you
over there. All of you, please, tell Agnes, she is not alone, and heaven is
with her together with you. Heaven takes share in the last moments. I
send you to be my witnesses of the events where Lucia and I were
together”. (15 April 2005)
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PREPARATION BEFORE THE MISSION
The plan of the mission was prepared in terms of meetings,
novena prayers during 9 (nine) days from 29 April to 7 May 2005, and
technical meetings. Before departure, we made a recollection day on
Sunday, 8 May 2005. Within the Prayer of Abandonment and Longing for
God, during the time of preparation, Lord Jesus and Mother Mary's
messages were as follows:
Messages by the Blessed Mother Mary on the 1st day of the
Novena, on 29 April 2005
“And you, Alexius as well as Isak Doera, prepare yourselves
properly. I will take you along with Agnes and all my children who are
leaving for the mission, to be witnesses about the truth. The truth will
come down from heaven. Do not be worried all of you. Nothing is to be
worried about. Your hearts …offer your hearts to God during this mission
of yours and I will ask your hearts to be united in one heart and one soul
in spirit. I send you to make the world convert, and during the mission,
you will become witnesses about this truth. This is the last I do. The time
has come, my children. The time has come. The world has to open the
eye, the ear and the heart, about what will happen while you are with
me in order that they will also be prepared and return to God. I ask you
to offer your hearts to God, to me as well as to my children whom you
are serving. Your hearts will no more be given to the world.
“My children, and you two, do not be worried about what I have
said through Agnes. You are to be the priests who will be witnesses
about the truth that I have conveyed to you before. Whatever Agnes
said will be quite natural for her. However, you, I will send you to pass it
on. When it happened that something caused a question about what I
had told Agnes, you would be my witnesses, my priests. Are you ready?”
“Thank you, do it and continue it and tell the world about my
sadness I forwarded through Agnes. You, two, are witnesses to it, in
order that my children understand that regulation. Once again I say,
there is no Salvation outside the Signs of God's Love and Affection, who
has come and saved you. Do you believe in it?”
“Thank you, thank you! That is what I am saying to you. I, your
Mother in heaven, become witness about this truth, about God who has
given you lives and saved you from this world. Well, my children, you
two, which is your assignment. Because time will come, seething
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enliven again my message. And no more, and no more that
happened in that town until the purification comes down this
earth. Even if your Highest Priest comes to visit it, nothing will
happen again. Because I gave the prophecy to you and I have
prepared this child to receive the last prophecy, and they are
Agnes and you. Be happy you, that sign is a great sign. Have you
not accepted it fully or you have not been satisfied with the words of the
world. Are you still asking for a sign?
You do believe it. That sign is given to you who are wise, but not
to those who are arrogant. They will not get the sign. Look at the sign of
Salvation; God has come to the world. For human beings, who are
arrogant, will not see that sign. Up to now, a lot people who are misled in
this world. Because that sign is given and addressed to simple people, to
wise people, who are humiliated, they will see the signs, which God will
give from the start up to now. Do you understand?''
“My beloved children, I like to talk. Who says that? The priests?
Mary always kept into safety all that in her heart? No. Do they know, for
what purpose I am presented in the world! Do they know through God's
Plan, God who was present in this world? I am talking too much. Who
says that I keep something into safety? If I had something in safety, I
would not come this moment to you. That means that I was created by
God to be your Mother, did not it happen, because I kept silent. No my
children. Since God ascended to Heaven, I had been talking a lot to your
apostles, so that up to this moment you still accept me.
All right. If one lives in prayer, one who is living in prayer, one will
talk. It is impossible for any one who lives in prayer to keep silent. She
has to do everything in prayer for whoever they are. To pass on all that
to whomever they are. My children, that is an opinion, which has not
been accepted by your priests. I was created by God to pass on the
content of the heart of God at these last moments. Do you understand?''
You do understand. All right, if you understand, you have to pray
and to pray for, and for whoever are your brothers and talk to them from
heart to heart. It is not enough in prayer. Your God wants that you speak
together from heart to heart. That is your task. How is it possible for you
to talk the truth by being silent? No my children. Now you forward it in
words. It is impossible to keep silent, impossible! You surely will talk
much about the Truth, about Salvation, about your God in heaven in
words. Your mouths are meant for praying and talking to God and to
your brothers in Truth. Not to talk uncouthly that will cause undignified
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watching, be united in prayers in one heart and one soul with your own
family individually, you are wholly united with God and the Cross of
Victory. God is the Cross, as well as in your groups.”
That was my prayer, the prayer of abandonment I have given to
you. Self-abandonment to God means that you accept God wholly in
your lives.”
My children, give this message to all the priests in order that
they are able to protect my children, and start directing and growing
their faiths of those who are separating themselves by this time. Pass on
all that God Wishes, “ there is no safety on earth, and there is only One
God in Heaven that has salvation for human beings. “ That is what you
are going to pass on to your Highest Priest. Do not be afraid. If your
hearts are sincere and straightforward in loving God while working, do
not be afraid, God will finish it all. Understand?”
“There is no kingdom in this world, all the priests. Your kingdom
is in Heaven, because it is your God Himself Who Reigns in His Kingdom.
That is what I am telling you. However, if you have conveyed it, and later
on you died, just go. I will be with you and to be a witness of the truth. Do
not hide this truth, because you are afraid of encountering all of them.”
“And your priests have no power to call Agnes. What did they ask
about Agnes? Nothing. Because they saw the fruit, but they were
boasting too much to acknowledge the fruits you have passed on to my
children. They boasted and boasted. The fruits were there already in
front of them; the fruits were there from your serving. However, it is not
that I want to tell you, however, in order that you have the hearts of
humility in your serving, to serve whatever you have accepted from
their attitude and behavior, you were not shaken off and angry, but you
were rejoicing in those sufferings. Do you understand?”
Thank you. Once again I am asking you, if I answered, have you
changed your lives and believe in the prophesies. Did you only ask for
the sign for your own satisfaction?
I do believe. All right, I will answer it. I will answer it. What I said
to Lucia, the time would come when I would come back, for the last time.
That was my message to Lucia. The seventh time is just perfectly the
good number. And I have given it to you to be witnesses of the truths, for
my coming to Lucia was a prophecy about the purification of the world.
My children, I give all the responsibilities to you to re-
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condition will occur about whatever I have said so far. However, you
don't have to worry! Nothing will happen to you in your lives, but God's
Grace will be with you, my priests; if you witness whole heartedly, so as
to make all my children understand: there is only one Salvation in your
Bible, no more else! In your Bible there are God's Words left to you. It is
through His Words that you all are safe if you are really faithful to Him.
There is no more else in this last moment. Do not speak of the world, but
talk about God and do good things as much as and as fully as possible in
your lives, because your God Himself is serving you; you too, His
children have to serve as well. Do you understand?
“Thank you! Serve each other, my children. That is the
difference between heaven and the world. Let it be as it is! That does not
belong to your business. Whoever chose the world, would be in danger
together with the world. However, those who were looking for God, they
would be saved in the name of God. From now on, I do not want you to
talk about the world. No other Salvation would descend to the world
after your God has ascended to heaven. That would do…. Wait till your
God would return to the world again, to become the Judge to human
beings. That was what He said in order that you understand.”
“Well, you, my priests, I call you to be witnesses, because in this
last moment a seething condition will occur, a confrontation, but you all
are one. Do not be separated because of the desires each of you might
have, but be united in Truth, so that you wouldn't be tempted by the
world, which might bring about sufferings to each of the human beings
who were not faithful to God, and I am saying to you two, please, give
my love to your friends who are leaving for the pilgrimage. Tell them all
about it. However, tell them to be prepared. Whatever I said will
happen, do not let yourselves be prevented by your thoughts. All that is
quite all right, though! However, I tell you, to write it down and present
it to the world. Do two of you understand?”
“Do not be afraid! No need to be afraid! As God says, not any
part of your body will be hurt by the world, because you will be witnesses
about these truths. Both of you will be protected!”
“Alexius, aren't you thinking of what to do this moment? Just do
it! Isak Doera, you too, do it! Don't think of what to do any more, but do
something with me in this community, together with Agnes at this last
moment! No more of your plans, my children. That won't do you any
good, but what is necessary is your assignment as priests this very
moment, together with Agnes and my children. The last moment, you
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will assume quite a heavy assignment to get my children together as
well as all the priests who are becoming scared facing the purification
itself. That is your assignment! Therefore, keep all the prayers' facilities
for your tasks as priests. “In this spiritual journey offer the Body and the
Blood of God for my children, who are leaving for the pilgrimage with
you. Do not forget, it is always with you, and I am asking you, for Agnes,
I do understand how she is feeling at this moment. She is feeling very
much afraid. Further more, if you did not make your heart well
prepared, that feeling of scare would be felt much more in Agnes's life.
But if your hearts were peaceful, prosperous and full of joy, and no
problem, nor any other worldly matters, Agnes would be strengthened
by your pilgrimage, attitude and conducts. She would rise to accomplish
this assignment together with you.”
“And you two, Alexius, and all of you who are leaving for the
mission together with Agnes, make yourselves well prepared, and work
properly well, there will be quite a lot to do to return my children to God
in Truth. That is what I ask you to do. Your assignment is heavy enough,
because of the fact that there will be a seething condition about
whatever I said, that would really occur. However, make yourselves
ready to face them, nothing will cause you to suffer in conveying that
Truth, because everything is due to my children in all over the world,
especially in your country. However, do not worry, I will be waiting for all
of you. In time, everything will happen, God's Power will descend
amongst all of you. Let it occur as it should be, so that the world
understands that I am really Mary who was delegated for your sake, to
make all of you be prepared, whatsoever God's Grace would be like to
purify the world.”
“All My children who are here now, whatever it is...whatever
prophecy will come up, I will make all things in one, so that everything
will be revealed. You will not be made ashamed because heaven will be
with you.”
“My children, I would be very happy if you always started with a
prayer just as I always did with your apostles. That was what I have
taught Agnes, to accept the prayers I taught her. My thanks to all of you
for the goodness you have done, and make everything well-prepared
from now on, you will be fighting for nine days, but just strengthen your
hearts, because all will … occur, though not very smoothly, because the
world will put you into some temptation, but if you were all one with
God, everything would be all right. Do all of them, I really love it.
Everything will be done in spirit, with prayers, close to God, reliance in
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stated himself in this community. He Is the Living Cross that has come
down to strengthen you all in this life of yours.
My children, that has not been understood by anyone, but God
has opened it for all of you at the last moment, where God's promise will
purify the world. Look, the world has started to be purified by God. Look,
what happens in this world, although it is just a small scale. Just for the
sake of sign. Do men think of that sign in their lives, so that, that sign
changes them into children of sincerely significant in front of God.
My child, the time will come. I am telling the Truth. You have to
be ready to face all the realities you are going to experience later on.
However, believe it, because all that is just a means for God to make war
against the world, you will be victories of the world, and you will be
saved from the world. You will see for yourselves what will happen in
your country. Prepare yourselves well.
My children pass all this on to them so that they will also listen to
what is said by heaven. My children, a hurricane will sweep up over your
country, from end to end of the country, this will happen. God will ground
all down. Do not you be afraid, but be grateful to God you have been
made to know, well prepared. My children, the disaster will be quite
great to you, but let it be, that has to happen in order that you will live
happily and no longer be enclosed by them who come from this world.
Let them live extravagantly with the world, but you will be given Love
and Mercy that comes wholly from God in your lives.”
“My children, very soon in this short time, God's houses will be
broken down by the dark Powers through human beings who believe in
them. Watch out, but that is not important, Your God is in you
individually. God Is the Savior, the Almighty. God is the Victory Cross in
Heaven, the Victory for the world.”
“God's Houses will be broken down by the world, but you are not
to be afraid and worried, that is why I have made you in groups. Be
united with your families be united with the groups. You tie yourselves to
one another. You should be strong in facing it later. Not too long a time to
come. It has been planned by the world, but you will win together with
me, your Mother. I will strike the poisonous snake; they are the satan
under my feet. I will step on the snake's head and you will win together
with me.”
“All right, my children. I have told you the important news, so
that whether or not it happens, you have been ready and keep on
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you before hand to prepare well... watch out, all of you, where I come
through my Power to make this world finished (purification of the world,
red.) and I will give you life in accordance with My Will in order that you
will return to worship Me wholly.”
“Bring them! Do not let them loose from Me. That is your
responsibility, My priests. I rely them on you. Let them grow their faiths,
and make them assured in their hearts that I Exist and Live and Never
Leave them alone, and I Am the Only God the Almighty. I am Jesus.
There is no other God. But it is Me who has given you lives up to now.
Think of it, think of your journey, in this life you do not walk alone, but
you walk with Me, because I love you all very much.
I have not been your Judge yet. Later on, the time will come
when I become the Judge for every human being. However, at that time
I want to purify the world, in order that whatever I want, you will return
to Me purely, and your hearts will not be double-ended with the world. I
am telling you the truth. Your lives would be in vain if you double-ended
Me with the world. Do not take along the world to Me, but bring your
hearts wholly to Me, in order that the law will not give you judgments.
However, the law I will give you will be the law of love and affection. Do
not let your hearts act double-ended again; accept Me wholly in your
lives. Have you understood?”
Citation of the message by Mother Mary in the Recollection at
Gedang Anak, Ungaran, Central Java on 28 August 2005
“Do it, my child! Finish it as soon as possible and pass it on to
your priests, and also especially to your Highest Priest at this last
moment for the world. Do not you be afraid to convey it. Whatever you
convey, all will be all right. They will contemplate all that you have
conveyed to them. There they will start what heaven requires to bring
back the statement of faith, saying: ”only in the Name of God, your Lord
there is Salvation and Truth and Goodness, outside of which everything
comes from the world”. Because of this my children are responsible for
their faiths. To live in faith, keep on being faithful, whatever you have
conveyed is your own God who has crossed Himself for you.
My child, the Living Cross is your own God, who has been
presented among you. Whoever believes, he will live in God. God lives
within you. My child, your God is the Cross of Salvation for all human
beings who believe in Him. That is stated in His Plan, in His Being. God
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God, all and everything you want to do is relied upon, trusted, back to
God.”
Messages by the Blessed Mother Mary on the 9th day of the
Novena, on 7 May 2005
“Thank you, and you too, Isak Doera, be faithful my child, in this
mission of yours, and you too, Yacobus and Alexius, all of you who are
accompanying Agnes, and my children who are leaving for the mission
to be witnesses to the last moment for the world.”
“My priests, this is my apprehension in the last moment. I have
been fighting to bring my children so that they would be saved in this
purification. You know how my heart like is. That is what I am feeling.
That is why I ask you, together with Agnes, to work well, and go, without
feeling scared and worried, since I, your Mother, will be with you all.”
“I say truly, so that you will be my witnesses together with Lucia.
This is quite heavy to you and Agnes. You will soon understand in the
end. Accept it well with all your heart and leave for the pilgrimage with
this truth, even if the world were against you all. However, do not be
afraid, heaven will be with you. Let it be as it is to the eye of the world…
they will understand it all right later on.”
“My children, now for Agnes as well, accompany her, and do not
forget to be one with her life, her suffering, not only Agnes who is
suffering. I will be with you to face this truth for my children, so as to
make them return to God. This is what will happen and you all will have
to accept it. This assignment is heavy enough for you, but I know you
have been ready. Be sure that your hearts are well prepared. God will be
with you in your mission. Help Agnes, I will bring her with me to reveal
again whatever I have said and given to Lucia.”
“My children, and you my priests, learn and struggle, and be
wistful over whatever I said to you, in order that you would understand
it. Well, my priests, you are with me, your Mother, and you will work hard
in these last moments with me, your Mother. I can perceive whatever
you feel in accepting the assignments I have given to you. I can fully
understand how you feel. But, please believe, God exists, and is alive
and with you to accomplish this assignment I have given to you.”
“All my children who are here now, please enter, and enter into
the depth of the assignment I have given you, and I ask you to be
united, do not let anyone loose from you. Love one another during your
pilgrimage so that you will not enter into temptation wherever I send
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you to far away places. Once again, do not be afraid or worried, and
please believe me, and all of you will be all right in your pilgrimage“.
“And you, all the priests, I call you to be in one bond with me,
your Mother, in this community. Keep up with a strong heart! Nothing
will hurt you during this mission, but you will get much suffering after
you have accomplished this assignment. Do not be afraid, you will win
the day with me to defeat the world. I send you for the world, my
children. I have come to your country for my children in this country, but
this moment I will bring you to other countries where there are a lot of
delusions. A lot of delusions, my children…! Just in this way for the last
moment, I will state only in the Name of God in heaven. That is the way
for men to be saved from this world. I know how heavy your hearts are
suffering, especially Agnes. I can feel how she suffers from all this, for
the sake of her love to heaven and to my children. Agnes… and once
again accompany her, strengthen her, work together with her so as to
make her strong enough to accomplish her assignment, which is quite
great, and quite heavy for her. My children, I say this to you, because
purification will come down to this earth and will cause much suffering to
the people. But you believers, you will enjoy happiness that God will
present to you.”
“All My children accompanying Agnes, go and tell them all
whatever I just said to you. Nothing is hidden, my children, but just
open it, so that they will be aware of their weaknesses so far, and make
yourselves well prepared. I, your Mother Mary, say, all will happen, but
accept them well as they are with all your abandonment, you will
experience joy in your lives. Good luck, my children!”
“Thank you; and you, my priests, protect all my children! You
will certainly accept your assignments appropriately well. You will
understand well whatever I said to you later. Especially you, my priests,
you… amongst you, keep on being united whatever will happen; you
have to accept it properly well. That is what I want to say, so that you
can understand whenever it happens; you have been made well
prepared. Do not be afraid; believe me, you are sent for the sake of my
children. Be happy, all of you, my priests, that you are chosen to be in
God's Plan in this last moment with me, your Mother Mary. Thank you
once again to all the priests I love.
“And to Agnes, too, support her fully so that she will be able to
carry out her assignment well. Although heaven is with you, but I ask
you to accompany Agnes to accomplish this assignment of hers together
with you and your Mother Mary in heaven. Good-luck to you all, my
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it, but that is My last Way, so that you may listen to Me, where I
came the time before to talk to men and to convey about Me Myself in
human life, then I became a man. If I did not come down to this world,
you would not have known Me.”
I am telling you, all of you who are here, be happy all of you at
these last moments. I have come to address you in this way. Who is in
position to share with My Journey? No one could share with Me. I am as I
am, and stay on as I Am. That will not do! The time will come for you to
understand. I have come through My Power to purify the world. I have
got to purify it! I am going to differentiate which ones are pearls, and
those who are grasses and thorns that enclose you in your life, because I
have drawn you on your journey out of the world. I am telling you, the
time will come; do not tell it will not happen (the purification of the
world, red.). Everything will happen according to My Plan. In order that
you would become whatever I desire, I created you, human beings, all
over the world, to praise Me. Nevertheless, there are some who are
against Me, whoever are against you, whatever human beings are they
like, they are satans. Whoever believes in Me, he will go through
temptations by the damned satans. The moment will come, the time will
come, and everything will finish.
All My beloved children who are here, be happy all of you. Open
your hearts, open your hearts, and think of what I have conveyed to
you. I Am Jesus! Do you understand? I Am Jesus!
I Am Jesus Who have come among human beings, but the time
will come when I state the Truth of Myself. I Am God the Father, the
Almighty, Who creates human beings and all the contents of the world
and heaven. It is I Who created them all. However, by My Presence as a
human being, you understand Me. I Am the Living Cross and I Am the
Light of the world, and I Am the Way of Peace, because I have the way, in
order that you all will reach the destination, which is Me. I gave the
Cross that is Myself and I gave it to you. All right, these last moments I
will state that the Cross is Me Myself. Without my coming down to earth,
the Cross will not happen. And you will not know where you are from,
who creates you, you will not know. Do not bother about My Plan that
has happened, which I have given to you to save you, but accept it well
in My Name, so that whatever I am asking you, will all happen as My
Will, not your will.
My children, I am telling you the time will come when you will
understand what I have conveyed to you. If that happened, all these
moments, in this short moment, you would remember again. I have told
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FURTHER MESSAGES RELATED WITH THIS MISSION
Some of the further messages from Lord Jesus and Mother Mary, that we
received a few months after the first edition of our booklet in Indonesian
language was published, are closely related with our mission to Fatima
on 13 May 2005. Some of the messages are given at several events,
such as: recollection held at Gedang Anak, Central Java on 28 August
2005, recollection held at Klender, Jakarta on 13 November 2005, at the
time when Agnes Sawarno bore the cross for the second time at Cimahi
on 18 November 2005, and in the recollection at Ambarawa, Central
Java on 4 December 2005. The citation of the messages was as stated
below (this part is added in the second edition):
Citation of the message by Lord Jesus in the Recollection at
Gedang Anak, Ungaran, Central Java on 28 August 2005
“I Am the Living God, which is everlasting. Through this child I
am telling you. This is the last moment of the world. I have come to
finish the world, where this world makes men no longer believe in Truth.
I Am the Truth. This world has no truth, the world is misleading, lying, it
makes every man fall into sinfulness. That is the world. I am telling you,
Goodness, Truth and Salvation belong to Me. My Belongings and I am
the One who gives them, Goodness, the Truth, to those who believe in
them. The world cannot give them to you. The world, nonsensicalities of
the world! They do goods, but destroy lives. That is satan. Once again, I
am telling you, Goodness and Truth, as well as Salvation belong to me.
Mind you, My Belongings! The world cannot do real goodness, semigoodness, semi-truthfulness, for the time being are given to men who
believe in them, however, in the end they die for nothing for those who
accept goodness and truthfulness that come from the world. Do you
understand?
All right! In order that you know, I am the Living Cross. That
Cross is Me Myself. I state it to the world. I save men with the Cross that
I created, which is I Myself. Do you understand?
All right! Be happy for you who understand. Nevertheless, I ask
in your understanding, give your knowledge of life, which is real to Me,
to be the witness to you who live in this world. You are My witnesses
about the Truth. Do you understand?
I am saying from heaven through this child. I am talking
to you. That is Me. This is My Power, do not you think how I did
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children.”
“I will be waiting for you over there. Everything will happen, my
children, do not worry! All will happen and I, your Mother, will always
pray and wait for you all. I will welcome you over there with love and all
my affection.”
Message by Lord Jesus at the Recollection on 8 May 2005
“Accept My Love and Affection to all of you in this mission. Be
witnesses about the truth, about Me! It is Me who will give you that
Salvation to the human beings who believe in Me. Accept this Blessing of
Mine, My children, in My name, I give you all this blessing. This is a sign
of victory. I will leave it amongst you, the sign of My Love, the sign of
strength; I will plant in the bottom of the hearts of each of you My Cross,
where I was hanged, as I planned for human salvation. I will be with you
all.”
Notes: The Message by Lord Jesus at the Recollection on 8
May 2005 can be read in its full text in the topic of: “Messages
for the Hierarchy and all the Priests.”
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TESTIMONY
The spiritual journey and our mission were started with the
Eucharistic celebration on Wednesday, 11 May 2005. We were eager to
do the Blessed Mother Mary's wish to receive the Body and Blood of
Christ every day. The Mass celebration took place in Stefanus Church at
Santarem in which the monstrance of “the bleeding host” was sanctified
as from the thirteenth century, a Eucharistic miracle with the following
story:
“A house-wife wanted to get her husband back to her, as her
husband was playing fast and loose with a bigamous life. She asked a
sorcerer for help. This sorcerer asked her to bring the blessed host she
got from the church to be made part of the ingredient for the purpose.
But when the woman put the blessed host, which she received during
the celebration of the Eucharist, into her headgear, the holy host began
to bleed. Lord Jesus showed that within the holy host, He Himself was
present in reality. Later on she hid the holy host in a chest, and during
the night it shone with full of lights. The priest who was entrusted to
receive her confession about the event reported it to the bishop. The
bishop took the sacred host and brought it ceremoniously in a joyful
procession to the church.”
Since then, the bleeding host had been kept into safety and
sanctified in the monstrance in the church of St. Stephanus, at
Santarem, and it is still in good condition up to now.
After the Mass, we also offered our respect to the holy host in the
monstrance. Lord Jesus was present again and communicated to us
through Mrs. Agnes, saying: “I am that bread which comes down from
heaven. I am present at the Eucharistic celebration within the bread and
the wine. Those are my Body and Blood, I make them into one for you
until I will come back to be Judge to you, the believers as well to the nonbelievers.” (Cf. John 6:58)
In the early evening we arrived at Fatima, and took a rest in
Domus Pacis (The House Of Peace), behind the basilica of Fatima, in the
north side, separated by the parking ground for the caravans of the
pilgrims who were spending the night there. By God's Grace, Sr. Lucia
was present again and addressed Agnes saying: “Welcome, Agnes,
thank you that you have come here, this is my town!”
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differences, always get hard feelings easily, always get angry. No,
please, no more of those things! Otherwise there is no use for you to
have united with me, while you are still like that. My children today
make a reflection again, over one heart and one soul, you have entered
into a community, in it there is full of understanding, acceptance, joy,
and togetherness, and loving one another. You enter into this group,
because you are in the community together with me, your Mother. Do
you understand so far?
Think of it, and press on your weaknesses, pray to God to take
away all this from your lives, so that other people will be happy. Do you
understand?
This group is the Community of Charity Services of the Blessed
Mother. All must be happy, my children. No one among us should be sad,
suffering, under pressure by the attitude and behavior of yours. Not any
more! Enough, enough, think of it! I will see from heaven, whether or
not you really are listening to whatever I have said. You teach about to
be in one heart and one soul, but you yourselves are not in one heart
and one soul, because you defended your self-respect quite highly. No
self-respect, my children. Self-respect is worldly, it always makes you
disappointed, cry, suffer from being frightened because the self-respect
is quite high. The World…! However, together with God there is no selfrespect, but there is love and affection, humility, togetherness in one
heart and one soul. Do you understand?
All right! That is your strength in your mission to work to tell
what God and I, your Mother, and the Apostle John, had given to you.
Will that do?
Thank you, thank you, all my children. In addition, to you, too,
Isak Doera, think of it, and you, too, Alexius, you are all the same, do
not go too far again. No more of it, my children. Enough isn't it. Enough!
What is important is that you work and work. You are rejoicing together
with my children, they belong to you. This is what I want to say to you,
thank you to you. My love for Heribertus, in no time he will return to you;
and my love for Jacobus, he is weak, he is sick, pray for him so that he
will be healthy again to do his assignment well. My love for all my
children wherever they are. Thank you, my children!
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leaders of the Church of Jesus in the world, still cover the prophecy
about the world purification? Is there anything they were afraid of,
Mother?” asked somebody again)
You would not understand it. Do not ask, but work properly well!
If you work, they will understand it later. You do not have to go too far,
Please work… whatever you have received, go on working and convey it
back to them. You do not have to be curious and to understand. No!
Please, understand what you have received and communicate what
ever you have to, and please start working well right now. No more
quarrels, no more crying, no more hard feeling, and no more deeds that
make others sorry, no more, no more, my children. Please, work…! You
have said you have been in one heart and one soul. Every time your
brother made a small mistake in speaking, you would shout angrily.
Where are the one heart and one soul of yours? Just get yourself
involved into that event itself. Get involved with those promises
themselves. No more would there be any one who had hard feelings,
hard feelings, no more! That is self-respect, my children. Tired, you will
really feel tired, if you always put your self-respect too high. You will get
tired and fatigued and in the end you cannot do anything. This work is
indeed quite heavy and quite a lot for you, but there are always
quarrels. Why should you not be in one heart? Why do not you accept
weaknesses and strengths? Why? What is the matter? Because you
consider that your self-respect is quite too high?
Look… look your God has come down to earth to become a
human being among you. Where is God's self-respect itself?
God never thinks of self-respect. Who Is He actually? He
wanted all his creations to know Who He Is actually and
accept Him as He Is. It turns out that still a lot of people will
not accept Him. Useless are their lives! They feel satisfied
with their lives, happy together with the world, but they do
not have anything worthy in heaven. They will enter into
judgment, when the world purification occurs, they will enter
into trial. They will be lost, lost…! Where do they go? Because
God will make a war against the world, and because they
follow the world, they will be lost. Useless are their lives. But
not you…!
Once again I will look down from heaven, no more crying, no
more hurting one another's heart. No more! Speak well, speak well
among brothers, and speak with love, because I see there are still
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On Thursday, 12 May 2005, we had started distributing the
booklets entitled “The Miracle of the Sun is Performed Again and
the Purification is Near” (it is readable in our website
www.hatiibuyangbahagia.org or www.heartoftheblessedmother.org) to
the pilgrims we met, and to the other pilgrims at Domus Pacis, among
others to a Philippine family coming from Washington D.C
The first visit we made in the morning was to the Carmelite
Convent of St. Theresia at Coimbra, north to Fatima. It was in this
convent that Sister Lucia had lived after she became a sister of the
Carmelite Convent and passed away at the age of 97 years. Her body is
still preserved in this convent and it was planned, only in the next year,
that her body would be moved to the Basilica of Fatima, together with
Francesco and Jacinta.
We celebrated the Mass over there with all our deep feeling of
love, first of all because of the fact that it was Sister Lucia herself who
invited us to make this spiritual journey. There were also some pilgrims
from other countries who celebrated the Mass with us that morning. At
the time we were singing the Communion Litany song “Amazing
Grace”, Sister Lucia was 'present' addressing Agnes and
thanking for her coming to fulfill her invitation. In fact, she had
the opportunity to talk about her suffering during her life in the
convent, because she had no power to spread the Messages
given by Mother Mary, except in hidden. She promised to
cooperate with and accompany Agnes and our community at the
pilgrimage at Fatima, especially in the next morning.
We made a time to see Madre Superior of the convent to convey
the presence and the actual work done by Lord Jesus and Mother Mary
together with Agnes Sawarno and our mission to come to Fatima and
deliver booklets to her, which was received by Sr. Isabella OCD, who was
master of ceremony at the place. Sr. Isabella promised to forward them
to her chief and also to the Bishop of Leiria, and even asked Agnes to
pray for the sisters who were suffering from cancer and for all the
members of the community of sisters of the Carmelite at Coimbra. We
also tried to ask for her permission to visit the place of preservation of
Sr. Lucia inside the convent of Carmelite, but we were not allowed to
enter the place. She explained that the convent of Carmelite was a
closed convent and asked us for our patience to wait for another
pilgrimage of ours the following year when the body of Sr. Lucia had
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been buried at the basilica of Fatima together with Francesco and
Jacinta.
When we were back to Fatima, we noticed that the pilgrims were
getting more and more in quantity, some of them filled up the basilica
yard which was twice as large as the Saint Peter Basilica in Rome, and
able to contain one million pilgrims. Others were visiting the chapel of
Revelation at the west part of the yard; and some others were entering
in big groups the Fatima basilica where they could find Jacinta and
Francesco's tombs, and the place that had been made ready for the
tomb of Sr. Lucia later on. Because the place was full up with the
pilgrims, we were hardly able to move up, and approached for a few
minutes to the front of the burial of Francesco. Through spiritual
locution, his spirit addressed Agnes by name, - although Francesco and
Jacinta passed away when they were still young, they were still much
'older' than Agnes. Francesco asked why Agnes looked so sad, and
suggested her not to, instead, to accept the assignment from heaven
with joy. He promised that he would accompany Agnes the next morning
to receive all the signs he had had during the apparition of the Blessed
Mother Mary in 1917. Jacinta showed the same attitude, just to
strengthen Agnes, after welcoming her. She also promised to be present
and accompany Agnes the following day. At the time we visited Fatima,
the three chosen persons, “Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta” were indeed
'present' to accompany Agnes, and here and there they gave her some
explanation about the events they experienced. Jacinta and Lucia also
told her the messages given by the Blessed Mother about the
world purification, the kind of messages, which were the most
important message revealed by Mother Mary through Agnes
Sawarno together with the Community of Charity Services of the
Blessed Mother in Indonesia. They supported Mrs. Agnes to accept
the last assignment, the heaviest, but the loveliest.
After that we went to the village of Aljustrel to visit Lucia's
house, Francesco and Jacinta's house, and to see the well, where the
angel appeared to the three little shepherds in 1916 to prepare them for
the Blessed Mother's visits, and then we went to Valinhos, the place
where the Mother Mary appeared herself on 19 August 1917. We also
went along the way of the cross till Golgota and visited the place of the
first and the third apparitions of the angel in 1916.
After dinner, we joined in the candle procession, which was
celebrated by more than two hundred thousand pilgrims, while praying
the rosary and singing praises songs to God and Mother Mary. After the
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all over the world. They made themselves able to decide whatever has
become God's decision. This is quite heavy for them. They are afraid
because of the world, so that God's Word has no longer become the
power for saving my children on earth.
You should tell them to introspect again whatever they have
decided. Whoever do not believe he will become part of the world,
because God will no longer send any other Salvation after He returns to
heaven. This is it... that you have to accomplish.” So far do you
understand?
Understand. This is what you have to finish, and communicate to
them, especially your priests in Indonesia, your country, and to him,
too, what is God's will. Do not be afraid, no need to be afraid! Everything
is in its Truth, Truthfulness is really pure and sacred and wise.
Everything is all right! Convey this to your Highest Priest. Do not be
afraid! This is the right time for you to do. This is the time for you
to straighten whatever has been hidden by the world. Heaven
does not think of them, no, my children. That has become their choice,
and consequently that has become their responsibility. However, you
are God's children. You should become the lights wherever you are, in
order that the Truth comes to sight in those lights through your attitude
and behaviors. So far, have you understood?
All right, purification…! I have told you about this. I am going to
repeat it again. I brought you in unity with Lucia, Jacinta, and
Francesco, I brought you all to meet them, but one mission you have to
do is to continue what I had said to Lucia that was the purification of the
world. Nevertheless, this is it… there was no mention of it. That is why I
have brought you there to be witnesses, and all those events were
repeated again and you accepted them all. In addition, do not be afraid
to communicate that matter because that was the most important, that
is why I put you into one unity with Lucia. Lucia has no longer been here
on earth, but her spirit has always been with me and with you, to
continue those messages amongst you. It is not that heaven cannot
perform it, but your God has always invited men to work together in
Truth. Please, communicate it all and convey it. Do not stop
communicating, but do not frighten them. You communicate it, but
communicate it with faith in order that they would accept with faith, not
frightened; with faith, so that they will accept it, and they will be able to
understand what has been communicated to them. So far do you
understand?
(“Mother, we still want to ask you further more, not just to satisfy our
curiosity, but to understand more. Why did our Church leaders, the
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into conversion and return to God.
All right! I will not get angry with you, but I am giving you this
understanding. Isak Doera, take care of you yourself well. Once again,
in your old days you have to take care of yourself well, your health. You
have to think of all so that you will be able to work together with me,
with Agnes, with all at this last moment. Well, this is what I want to tell
you.
(“Please, Mother Mary, permit your child to ask this question. Today we
have a meeting to prepare a report to whom we had communicated that
this mission was from Mother Mary. We had the explanation that this
mission was to resound the news about the world purification Mother
Mary had given through Lucia, Jacinta, and Francesco. From Lord Jesus,
we got the assignment, together with the priests, to 'break down' the
Church. Mother, we have not understood yet how exactly is the
connection of both, between the news about the world purification and
the news to straighten what has become the weaknesses or errors in the
teaching of the Church, about Jesus, as the Only God, as the Only Way
to Truth. Please lead us Mother, so that we will be able to make this
report as well as possible. Thank you, Mother Mary.” asked somebody)
“All right! This is it that has become a very deep concern in
heaven. God has been ignored, because the world looks big to
their eyes whose faiths are weakening. My children and you,
too, my priests, tell them their weaknesses so far, where they
have made their decisions and ignored God to human beings.
And tell them to introspect again whatsoever has been said and
decided by them, to My children all over the world. And I would
say no other Salvation has been sent down after God the Lord
has returned to heaven. The Salvation has been left among you.
It has been such a long time that Salvation has been among you
until God The Lord will return to the earth, that time your God
will receive the Truth done by each human beings who believe in
Him, and whatever has not been done by the non-believers, the
Lord will try and judge all of them. Whoever believes will enter
into His Love and Affection; a fair trial will be given to those who
believe in Him.
However, everything God have conveyed, the priests, specially your
Highest Priest, declared that they are the highest, to gather my children
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break of the day and the candle lights procession, we spread out to
distribute the booklets telling that the next morning would be the day of
the miracle, when everything that had happened at Fatima in 1917,
would be repeated again as the last sign for the conversion of the world
before the world's purification.
Friday, 13 May 2005, was the eighty-eighth memorization of the
first Apparition. (At the same time, our presence at Fatima seemed to be
the moment as promised to Lucia by Mother Mary to return for the
seventh time to Fatima, which we haven't understood before, red.). We
were fasting, as suggested by Mother Mary, every Friday.
Since early in the morning, the rain had come down although it
was not yet very heavy. We were full of joy, because “It was just like
what we knew to have happened at the apparition on 13 October
1917, which was initiated by a very heavy rain”. We gathered at
the chapel of Domus Pacis to have a morning prayer and continued with
the Longing for God prayer; as a matter of fact our priests were
especially praying and laying their hands on Agnes's head, and
strengthen her, and us all as well, to accomplish our first assignment
during the pilgrimage, to be delegates for delivering the prophecy of the
repetition of the 'miracle' of Fatima, and at the same time to be
witnesses of that very event. Our hearts were full of all kinds of feelings joy, full of suspension, rapid heart beating, but we felt completely ready.
It was decided that our priests would join the concelebrating
mass with the twenty bishops and more than five hundreds other
priests, whereas the rest of us were put into small groups of two or
three, separated to distribute the booklets before the ceremony was
started. Mrs. Agnes accompanied by the two medical doctors and a
gentleman constituted special prayers for all to receive the miracle on
that day.
Before we left Domus Pacis, there was a gentleman of our group
who told the news that in Jakarta, Bekasi and Cimahi, a sun
enchantment full of lights was seen, witnessed by a lot of people, and
even one of them saw the sun 'jumping'. At that time, it was two o'clock
in the morning at Fatima, because of the six hours difference from
Jakarta. Through Agnes, we received a mentioning from Mother Mary,
saying: “Rejoice all of you, be rejoiced, do not be afraid! Hurry up
because today all of you will be witnesses to what I had given to
Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta.”
We took up our direction to the Fatima Basilica where all the
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pilgrims were gathered. The Fatima Basilica's terrace, with a 'canopy'
and a large primary altar attached to it, was set for the 88th anniversary
mass. There was a chair for the Archbishop to sit on, and the mass was
celebrated in concelebrating with many other bishops and priests. We
spread out according to each group and we agreed that Agnes Sawarno
and those accompanying her as prayer-mates would be in front of the
chapel of reconciliation situated at the east of the field.
It was still early in the morning, about 08.25 am, when we
walked to the Basilica field, the rain had stopped and the sun was
shining mildly, while the clouds were all over in the sky. Some of us
spread out to the porch in the East, or to the direction of the sacristy, or
directly to the middle of the pilgrims that had filled up the field. Our
priests were walking to the direction of the sacristy to prepare
themselves for the mass robe and made themselves ready to pray the
rosary together, and then joined the procession from the back of the
Chapel of Apparition. The Blessed Mother Mary statue, which had been
beautifully decorated, was prepared for the procession also. The same
preparation was also taken by the 'flagmen' from all over the groups
present and who were noted down in the celebration of 88th years of the
First Apparition of the Blessed Virgin Mary at Fatima, on that day, and
who would be marching before the procession were ready. According to
the schedule, the ceremony would begin at 9.15 with a rosary prayer,
and at 10.00 the procession would start.
Some members of the prayer team accompanying Agnes still
had some booklets and thus they tried to distribute them to the pilgrims
who were at the east side of the field. At about 8.40, our friends at the
Eastern porch had difficulty, because of the warnings given by some of
the security members, not to distribute the booklets. Since no more
booklets were available in their hands because they had all been
confiscated - though some of them still had them hidden - these people
went into the basilica field through the Eastern porch joining their mates
who had been there before.

I

n front of us, there was the most inspiring scenery! In the
Southern part of the open sky across the Fatima basilica above the initial
building of the new church of the Holy Trinity, from the Eastern end up to
the Western end, above the peaks of the pine trees, a beautiful and
spectacular rainbow was seen in a completely wonderful scenery some
saw one only, and others saw two full sceneries, each with seven colors
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you, too, the priests, with all your lives, a lot of my children will return to
God at the last moment like this. Do not belittle your hearts! That is
certain. Because your hearts belong to God, and God is the Greatest,
the Almighty, who Lives and Is united with you in your lives. That is what
will bring you to work, to speak about this Truth. You do not have to
think, I have to work at a certain place, no more Alexius. You are
working freely now no one can hinder you. No! You are free to serve
God's children. It should be like that actually. Not separated by place,
this belongs to me, over there is yours, it is not true…! Wherever there
are God's children, they belong to you. That is your responsibility to
bring them back to God just as what had been done by the prophets and
by your apostles to deliver this good news in your lives. For you are the
priests. Be brave in truthfulness. You would certainly arrive at the
destination, which is your God, who is waiting for you with full of Love
and Affection. Do you understand?
Understand… I have already given you enough understanding.
Now start working. The time will come; whatever I have said to you all
will happen. Not only in your country, all over the world it has already
started.
Nature is no longer friendly because God Himself Who breaks
all this nature down to give the signs.
In no time will the world's purification come down to earth;
God Himself moves the nature. This is not a natural
catastrophe, but nature was set up to start the purification
that is coming. It has to start with the nature. God puts all
that into motion.
Do you understand?
Your God moves all that. It has to be like that…. What is right and
wrong will be stated and shown as they are by God to you with all kinds
of experiences, especially in your country. This is my message, and
think of all that, and good luck, Alexius and you Isak Doera. Whatever I
have told you, let it not happen any more, your assignments are quite
heavy in your country and I have a lot of children here; what would you
like to do to my children? Where are you going to bring them? Here you
have me, and your God as well. Why do not you assure them about me
who has come to your country? Since you are called to be a witness, you
will guide my children in this community. Isak Doera, I am warning you
today in order that you understand, your assignment is to bring my
children to the right and certain direction in order that they will enter
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over the world. That will do. You, who are continuing all this until God's
promise descended on the earth. Prepare yourselves seriously well in
this last moment. Do not let your hearts be bothered. There, there …
they will make a quarrel where you are united, where you enter one
heart and one soul, that will be very troublesome, through your
attitude, each of your own individualities. Keep on trying, put your lives
in order, your spiritual journey, so that you can be witnesses about this
truth. Control yourselves well, to make this truth acceptable to them, in
order that they will also get the joy together with you in this community.
Because this community has been united with me in heaven with all the
angels and with all the saints. That is why you have to struggle to be
good, much better, and better. Do not ever let yourselves fall by your
own weakness. It will later endanger all of the people around you. No
more self-respect. Who are you? You are God's children. That is why you
have to be able to accept this Truth completely in yourselves. Do you
understand?
Thank you! Moreover, you, too, Isak Doera, enough for this
time, you do not go anywhere. Take care of my children. If possible,
bring them in this spiritual journey, together with me, your Mother, in
your community. They will not change they will not get anything. That
was the history of the faith experience, it should be considered deeply.
Each person will not be able to accept them just like that, not just like
that. Isak Doera, think of what I said to you. Take care of yourself well,
so that your health in your old age is well taken care of.
Thank you! Think of what I have said so far to you. Moreover,
you two, too, and tell about it to Heribertus, too. The time will come,
not very long, indeed, he will return together with you. Ask him to work
together at these last moments. You, Alexius, you are the only one who
has been working hard together with your Mother, together with Agnes
and all them. Do you understand what I am telling you, Alexius?
Thank you, my child! Keep on trying do not be afraid. Nothing
should be frightened of, nothing to be worried about, nothing and
nothing, there is only “I will”, I am willing to work for God, for God, just
like all the prophets, all the apostles, they worked for God. Do not think
any more, think, and think for your own sakes, but for God. This, I am
giving to you, my priests. If you give yourselves wholly to God, it will be
excellent for you. You might experience just like the prophets and the
apostles who had gone before you all. They experienced, experienced….
However, look at them, they were all accepting this Salvation, and you …
so that you will all be saved with the kind of lives they were living. And
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arranged significantly. The colors of the rainbow were seen very
brightly, while the cloud itself was light blue. No more drizzles of the rain
were palpable. Yes! We remembered indeed, it had stopped drizzling
when we left the hotel.
Mrs. Agnes herself was standing in the middle of the field, a little
bit to the East, in front of the chapel of adoration, where it was not too
crowded yet; she was looking at the rainbow, while the two hands were
raised above, waving, with full of joyful expression, because at that time
The Blessed Mother Mary coming down in pink light from the peak of the
sky, stopped between the two rainbows, clad in simple white clothes as
she revealed herself during her apparition for the Community of Charity
Services of the Blessed Mother in Indonesia, and she was waving her
hands to Agnes. The time between the revelation of Mother Mary and
the appearance of the rainbows was very short, indeed, only about a few
seconds difference.
At this apparition no special message was delivered to Agnes,
only her deepest apprehension over her children who were present as
pilgrims there, and who were joyfully joined the celebration to praise
the Blessed Mother Mary who appeared at Fatima in 1917.
The Blessed Mother Mary said: “Agnes, look at my children, so
many but … where are their hearts, Agnes, I had given them so much,
but they have forgotten the message and my wishes. They are here to
be present only, to join the celebration, with full of joy, but my messages
have been left out, no longer taken into notice by them, especially by
the priests, as well as by the church officials at this time, whereas it was
at this town that I initiated to deliver my messages for the first time
through Lucia about the world purification, which will have to occur …
but, … up to this second, they have not understood yet”, that was what
The Blessed Mother Mary had in her heart, as told to Agnes. Somehow
Agnes asked Mother Mary to show the sign of her presence to be
experienced by her other children, in order that they would also be
allowed to witness them.
At the same time a gentleman of the group accompanying
Agnes, saw in the sky, from where the sun had risen in the east, yellow
and pink lights chasing one after another, as if trying to join the sun and
the rainbow in the south. Then the sky was covered entirely by yellow
and pink lights (and this kept on occurring for about half an hour even
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though it had started to rain). Whereas the sun was seen shining so
brightly, and at the top and left of it there were stars shining
magnificently bright, much brighter than the shining of the sun itself.
Our mates, who were just coming to join Agnes, were rejoicing
together, lift their two hands praising the Lord: “Praised be Lord Jesus!
Thank you Lord Jesus! We did not receive the grace to see the Blessed
Mother Mary, but we were sure that at that time she was present as she
promised, i.e. the signs she would give us to see the repeated events
happening at Fatima in 1917. Indeed, at that time it was only the three
little shepherds who were able to see the apparition, wasn't it? The
scenery of the double rainbows, which were very inspiring, was to be the
indication of welcome to us who were faithful to the assignment that
Mrs. Agnes had accepted to be a delegate and witness at Fatima on that
day.
At the same time, at another place, two gentlemen of our group
were caught by the police while distributing the booklets and were
brought to the police station outside the Basilica yard, but at the end
they were freed in the middle of the parking site. They also saw the
double rainbows at that time. They were thankful to be caught by the
police, because they believed God had intervened so that they were
allowed to receive the grace to see the double rainbows. Otherwise, if
they kept on distributing the booklets at the side of basilica, the scenery
of the double rainbows would have been out of their sight because of the
huge walls of the Basilica.
This scenery could unfortunately not be seen by most of the
pilgrims, because they were facing north to the Fatima Basilica, or on
the west side facing the chapel of apparition; In fact, not all members of
our community were able to see the scenery, and this was true also to
those who were still in the sacristy, like the priests and others. The
members who were able to see were those who were standing facing to
the south, or who were on the eastern side facing the West and who
were able to see with their eye-tails the Southern side, or those who had
just come from the Eastern porch. Soon some of us tried to tell people
about what just happened while distributing the booklets, but
unfortunately because of their lack of language abilities, no significant
interest seemed to be visible among the pilgrims.
This event took place only a few minutes, our eyes had not
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themselves, the prophecies. Please enter, my children, so that
you will accept them with your sincere hearts just as the
prophets. They were sent to explain about God,
about the Truth. That was the same as you. Only, that you
were facing the world these last moments like this.
This is what I want to tell you.
What Agnes has told you is true. An event, you were not
experiencing it spiritually, where you were visiting a particular place. At
that particular place my present was stated, my messages were for the
world. I once more want to assure you; so big is the world so that it was
possible for it to do big events, so as to cause people to be able to accept
what was forwarded by someone about the truth, about my presence. I
say, do not be annoyed. Do not ask, why should it be able… plausible so
that it was there amongst you. Let it be as it was, the time will come,
when it would be out of your lives. Do you understand what I have just
told you?
Well, actually someone's ideas may as well be forwarded or
one's spiritual experience be introduced, but that would not take
heaven to be witness for whatever one has done. However, just pray,
God is the Merciful. So what Agnes said, the Power of God does not
approve all that. For there was nothing true. That is what I want to tell
you. Be wise to accept the truths themselves, but be truthful in
conveying the Truth, there are always bad fruits entering into those
events themselves. Nevertheless, that will do and bring them into
prayers. Whoever does the work; should be responsible for it. However,
God is the Merciful, let us offer the entire mission to God. Do you
understand?
Thank you. If you understand, be wise, and also if you were
conveying this. If you have not understood yet, do not testify. First
understand, and then bring it into your lives and be witnesses. Because
whatever you would testify should be the same with your lives. If you
have not done it yet in your lives about the Truth, but you passed it on,
you would also be sinful, for whatever you passed on, had not been
suited to your lives. Be careful, for satan will do as if he were doing good,
it becomes bright, but later on the fruit turns out to be misleading to
those people who are not wise and not deep spiritually. Be careful, my
children. This is the last moment. That will do! That will do, all the
events. That will do. You all are the witnesses, where I was present all
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use of them to tell the truths that happen among you.
My children, I have fulfilled my promise. It was repeated again,
only your hearts was thinking of something else, so that what had
come, you could not accept. That was what really happened where you
accepted together with Lucia. Do not talk about it again that nothing
had happened. Think of it again, my children. Heaven always keeps its
promise. It never fails. Whatever I asked for the sake of my children in
the world, God is always willing to give it to all of you.
My children, that was the last event and it will not repeat
again after you returned to your country, it never will.
Whoever open their hearts they will be witnesses themselves.
God will make use of them.
My beloved children, nothing is hidden any longer in your hearts
that you do not understand. Now I, your Mother Mary, am telling you,
that were my promises whatever I had given to Lucia, Jacinta and
Francesco, had happened amongst you. I was present I was there. I
came to pray for all of them who were present, who were gathering at
that time. Agnes saw it, some of you saw it, too, and that was God's
right to give it to them. Naturally, you might accept all events, but your
hearts, your minds … so that you cannot accept them. I hope that you,
who were leaving, could see, but I saw your hearts were not there with
those events. You were talking to yourselves, complaining, and each
heart was rebelling, so that God's Graces, which were coming, which I
had conveyed to you, you were not able to see them with the eyes of
your faiths. Do you understand?
Well! Actually, the eyes of your faiths were able to see what had
happened. However, they did see it for those who opened their hearts.
And I am telling you once again, you together with Agnes, be united in
one heart and one soul in my prayers together with Agnes. Accept all of
it with your willing hearts, with your abandonment, with your love and
your longing for God. That would make you understand and able to see.
Think of what I have conveyed to you so far.
My children, everything had readily been set up. God had
prepared the signs all over the world. Do not tell again that you do not
understand. Do not tell that there is no purification.
The time will come, my children, for you to understand. When
that came, you would … your hearts would scream, for all this
time your hearts have not entered in those covenants
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satisfied yet in enjoying the beautiful scenery God had given us His
Grace to see that morning, when the sky was becoming darker and
darker, and the rain started to come down, and the rainbows
disappeared from our sight in no time, except for the yellow and pink
lights which kept on being visible for a time. Mrs. Agnes held down her
hands, came toward us and asked us to go to the side as fast as possible,
because we were only wearing a cap and T-shirt uniforms in a light-blue
color. Meanwhile Agnes was not wearing a cap and no one of us was
bringing an umbrella, only a warm jacket to keep our body warm, and
that was all. Half running we climbed the steps in front of the chapel of
reconciliation and walked inside among the crowds of the other pilgrims,
who were trying to get dry. The rain came down in torrents, and in front
of us there was a stage for the reporters who were preparing to make
the films or the eye-view reports of the scenery of the celebration on
that day. We were hoping actually that they also saw the inspiring
rainbow scenery and the events of Mother Mary's revelation!
The rain was still coming down in torrents, and the place we
were in was getting more crowded and some pilgrims were still walking
up and down, probably they were looking for their friends, separated, or
looking for a better place. We filled the time praying the Longing of God
prayer by heart, even though we were standing close to one another.
We had the time to know a young family from Timor Leste who had
moved to Portugal, and who addressed us because they read the word
'Indonesia' on our clothes and caps. We gave them booklets we still had
in hands and told them a bit of our mission.
In the meantime, praises started to fill the air by the chorus
group, and rosary prayer had also begun, all were centralized in the
chapel of apparition as the place of the initial celebration. The rosary
prayer was prayed in all kinds of languages: Portuguese, English,
German, French, uttered one after the others loudly, and sometimes in
other languages that we could not catch because of the heavy rain which
prevented us from hearing them properly. The “Gloria Patri…” itself was
sung in Latin:
“Gloria Patri et Filio et Spiritui Santo. Sicut erat in principio et nunc
et semper, et in saecula saeculorum, Amen.”
Before the rosary prayer had finished, the rains stopped…and look up!
Behind the pillars of the Basilica, on the second floor, we were able
somehow to see the sun, and Mother Mary gave us other inspiring
scenery of the sun. Merely because of the crowded pilgrims and the
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limited situation we were in, we were not able to enjoy it fully, or to share
it with our new friends from Timor Leste who had moved to Portugal.
Slowly but surely we moved on bit by bit to go down the steps and down
below. We took position at the steps nearby the reporter stage so as to
be able to witness the procession, which had just started, rejoined with
claps of hands full of joy from the pilgrims who were waving their white
handkerchiefs, Portugal specialty! The 'flagmen', the altar boys, and
deacons, followed by the unending priest groups, started the
procession. The priests were also welcomed with full of joy by the
people, whether or not they were familiar. All the three priests of ours
also enjoyed the hand waves from our friends who were found in the
middle of the pilgrims, and then came the bishops and all of us as well
saw one of our priests, our retired bishop of Sintang, Mgr. Isak Doera,
wearing his golden colored mitre, walking close to the Archbishop of
Lisbon, Cardinal Jose da Cruz Policarpo. Louder shouts were heard when
the procession of the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary left the chapel of
apparition and was brought down on a trail to end the procession. It took
quite a long time for the procession to reach the terrace of the basilica
which had been changed into the gallery for the priests; each of us took
our own places and the statue of the Blessed Mother Mary was placed at
the Eastern side of the altar in the front part. Precisely before the mass
started, the rain came down in quite a torrent again.
The rain and the heat of the sun changed out one after the other, and we
also tried to keep ourselves as dry as possible by moving to the
protected terrace of the chapel of reconciliation when it rained, and back
to former places in the field in front of the altar at the eastern side, when
the sun shone, or when the rain only drizzled. Some of the other pilgrims
lent their umbrellas to us, and even their moving seats they happened to
have with them. We were grateful to God's Graces provided to us
through these pilgrims.
The Eucharistic celebration could not be followed devotedly because of
the rain, which sometimes was followed by a cold, and hard wind blow,
or else a smelting heat of the sunshine that followed one after another.
And the pilgrims were always somehow moving in the crowd, or busy
opening and closing the umbrellas. The reading of the Gospel was taken
from the Gospel according to John, the scripture of which was about
Lord Jesus giving Mother Mary to be Mother to us represented by John
the Apostle, his beloved disciple. Unfortunately, the Homily was brought
out in the Portuguese, of which we did not have the translator.
In the middle of the Eucharist, Agnes was seen so intense in her
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because it was God who worked in each of them. It was not your idea,
either, that you entered into this mission. Just accept it! Open your
hearts! Rejoice that you were called.
Not that you were called, you understand, you have already
understood. No! God, called people who did not understand in
order to work completely well in the persons who did not
understand.
Do you understand what I have just said to you?
Thank you! Look…! How your God called the apostles. Who were
they? They did not understand, either did not understand the reason or
the goal of what is the meaning of the calling itself together with God.
However, God would give the understanding to them all, so that you
accept the Salvation itself from their struggles.
My children, learn to be humble, that is good for you. Humility
does not know anger, not easily hurt, not easily heart-ached and so on.
However, humility accepts gladly whatever there is among you and
others. Humility, my children, could get over all problems that you are
going to do during this mission of yours together with me, your Mother,
and with Agnes. This child has become the means for you all in order
that you understand that God exists and lives and His Mightiness is with
you all. This is what I want to tell you. Working with God… no, you must
learn and learn. From where do you learn, for God is the Highest, the
Mightiest? What can you do, what power do you have, what is your
ability to get over the problems that you do not understand? That is it,
be humble. By being humble, you love one another, with full affection,
and accept each weaknesses and strengths. Be humble, my children!
Self-respect…! You will fall down with your own self-respect. That is
self-respect, for the world has self-respect, but they do not have
humility. They do not have love, no pure affection, but they always
expect to get something from whatever they do on the journey.
My beloved children, and you too all the priests, do not belittle
your hearts. God is the Greatest, the Almighty; He has the power to
empower your lives while you are working, to work in these last
moments. Hurry up, write down and pass on to those who have the
rights to accept whatever has become heaven's message to convert the
faiths, which have fallen so far. Wake up all of you to work. Do not think
of how to do that, that is not necessary for you to think about. God's Way
is greater than yours. Let it be, they will be witnesses and God will make
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far from God. Heaven will declare, God keeps on working, God is always
with His people who believe in Him. All is clear. The signs were given
wherever I have been sent by God to continue the work of that salvation
itself and open the way for my children. I have brought you to be
witnesses on this journey. This is the last moment for the world, and no
more… no more…! God has done all, but a lot of my children have not
changed their lives. They keep on doing the same in their lives. I really
want to address you Isak Doera. Be wise on this journey together with
my children in your country, there is a lot you have to do for them.
I told you, I have sent you far away in order to understand, but
after that there will be no more, it is enough that you work in your
country. No more! What has been given, provided by God, has not made
my children any better, and only that far; and it has not changed their
lives to be better and to understand, and their abandonment to God has
not reached the aim yet, that is why I have brought you far away. You
are my witnesses that God has given eternal lives to those who accept
the Truth and are willing to suffer in the truthfulness together with me.
Happy be to you, for I brought you, gave understanding to you in order
that you understand. This is what I am telling you, and I want, whatever
you have received, tell it as soon as possible to your priests, and keep on
working, do not worry! Whatever you do, God will give you His
Blessings. Do not be afraid, nothing will happen to you.
You, too, Alexius, boost your heart! Do not belittle your heart,
my child. Do something, for God will work wherever you are working in
Truth.
All My children who are here, and also you who are
accompanying Agnes, do no put yourselves into doubt, because you do
not understand, then you let yourself be put into doubt.
No! Not that easy to understand, but if you open your hearts
and willing to accept what is demanded by heaven, you will
understand all right. For it is easier to understand whatever
you have received from the world. You surely understand and
much cleverer to react to the facts that come from the world
than to accept with your willing heart whatever comes from
heaven. That is your experiences.

contemplation. At that moment she was communicating
spiritually with Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta, who seemed to
keep their promise to be present and accompany Agnes. They
were referring to the similarity of the situation of the apparition
in 1917 which we were experiencing at that moment: The
thunders were reverberating soundly, but without any
thunderbolts (the situation was just about the same as that on
13 August 1917); the heavy rain drops had made the pilgrims
completely wet throughout and unbearably cold, as well as the
imminent heat that had caused the clothes we were wearing
instantly dry.
At the event of the last apparition on 13 October 1917, the rain
fell down only once, beginning at eleven o'clock in the morning and
ended at the event of apparition of the Blessed Mother Mary. However,
on that day we experienced the heavy rain at least four times. When the
rain had just stopped and the wind began to blow, the weather was felt
unbelievably cold, as it was felt in our bones, even though we had been
wearing our two-fold jackets, plus scarves and gloves. Then the
significant heat had dried everything, and it was becoming so hot that
we had rather open our jackets, and if possible, to change our clothes
with those much thinner ones. All this happened in the middle of the
Eucharistic celebration.
It was precisely the time before consecration that Mrs. Agnes
asked one of us about the situation happening in the event of the year
1917, what sort of sceneries had taken place, and at what time
everything occurred, as at that very moment the three little shepherds
who were present were telling her that just about the same sceneries
had happened at that time. At that time the rain had started to fall down
at 11, while the distance between the village and Cova da Iria, which
had now become the chapel of apparition, was no less than 2,5 km, the
event of apparition took place between 12 to 13 hour midday. At that
very time Mrs. Agnes said that Mother Mary had again given the sign.
We looked at the sky, which had become clean, as if it were just cleaned
up by the rain that had just stopped. It was bright blue without any
clouds and the sun had shone high in the peak of the sky, but still a bit
blurring to the eyes.

All My children, since former times, the prophets were all the
same; they did not understand anything. They accepted, accepted,
worked, and entered into those events, but in the end they understood

The sun scenery appeared enchantingly as if it was like the usual
sight we saw in Indonesia in our community, or when we experienced it
individually. The sun could be seen with our bare eyes, even if it was
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shining in its brightest, without causing our eyes painful. The sun was in
its brightly pink color, and changed into blue, then into bright green,
white, and vibrating mildly, and moving to the left and to the right. This
was Mother Mary's sign according to John, the apostle's revelation. (Cf.
Now a great sign appeared in heaven: a woman, adorned with the sun,
standing on the moon, and with the twelve stars on her head for a
crown. Revelation 12:1)
The events accompanying the Apparition of the Blessed Mother
Mary to the three little shepherds in 1917 had been repeated again, just
as it was promised by Mother Mary herself. However, we understood
that that kind of inspiring scenery was not given for all of the pilgrims
throughout, in the sense that not all of them could see it.
“Once again I am telling you; prepare yourselves together with
Agnes to be witnesses to the eye of the world. Do not be afraid, all
this will happen. Do not worry; let it happen as God's Will, not
your will, but accept the assignments I have given you
appropriately well. Make yourselves be well prepared, with all your
honesty, all your hearts, and your togetherness, heart and soul. I
have made you united with my love and affection, you are all my
children as you are with me, and I will wait for you at the moment
you all arrive and all will become well” (25 February 2005).
The Eucharistic celebration was closed, again with the procession of the
priests, the bishops, the statue of the Blessed Mother Mary, and once
again, an ocean of waving white handkerchiefs accompanying the
throne statue returns to the Chapel of Apparition. It turned out that our
mates from Timor Leste also enjoyed the sun scenery, and a gentleman
from Bekasi also told us the same experience about it.
There were a pair of husband and wife coming from Spain whom
we told about the event of the apparition of the Blessed Mother Mary and
the sun scenery that happened, looked at the sky and saw the inspiring
scenery and they all believed in it. With a crying face, the father took
Mrs. Agnes's hand into his, and even kissed her again and again while
his tears dropped steadily.
The Blessed Mother Mary has fulfilled all her promises to
Agnes Sawarno; she has given again all she had given in 1917,
here at Fatima, on 13 May 2005; so far, for about 88 years long
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and me, your Mother, through Agnes and all of you who are here. Thank
you.
Till we meet again in prayer. Thank you.
On 25 June 2005, at the celebration of the Eucharist when we
began to write the Booklet, Mother Mary gave us her message as
follows:
Messages by The Blessed Mother Mary on 25 June 2005.
My love to you, all the priests I love. You two, Alexius and Isak
Doera, and also my love to Heribertus, tell him to prepare himself well,
the time for him will come to be united again with you in your country.
“And I ask you, two, strengthen your hearts for you get this
mission, quite a heavy assignment for you to convey the truth about
whatever is demanded by heaven from you. Do it well! And I, your
Mother, wants you two, to strengthen your hearts, not much… it does
not depend on quantity that can do the righteousness. It is not easy…!
However, be happy to you, you have been called to convey this truth on
earth. That is what you have to accomplish. Alexius, and also you Isak
Doera, I am telling you, take a good time to have a rest. Do not go far
away. What are you looking for? You have quite a lot to do here, and
once again, take care of yourselves well in your old days. Do you
understand what I have said to you?
All right, all right! If you do understand, think of it! It will be
better to bring my children and give them understanding at these last
moments. Even though you have brought them far away, they will not
understand, and also they will not change in their faiths, with all their
sincerity, their conversion to return to God. It would be better if you
gather them into groups, and you teach whatever you got at this
moment together with me, your Mother. Isak Doera, do you
understand?
All right, all right! You do understand. Take care of yourself. Do
not make yourself tired on your journey by considering what you do not
understand among them, and what they are looking for on the journey
itself. My child, Isak Doera, that will do, it is enough that I have brought
you far away in order that you understand what I have done together
with them who were called to convey the truth. It should exist. If that did
not exist, all of them would be drowned and far from understanding and
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Please, understand… In everything that I have brought you along,
please, pray, whatever the event, the problem, the joy, the suffering, if
you were not praying, you will be facing conflicts one against the others.
Remember, saying the prayers means that you are meeting the Lord.
Whoever opens his heart with prayers, willingly, God will be present in
his heart. God is present among you and gives you the understanding
about whatever you do not understand. Because you do not pray, your
minds become blocked and blocked. I do not say that the prophecy is
becoming useless about my presence. Not that, my children. I will be
present and present, and the prophecy will come true. Whoever opens
his hearts, he will receive the prophecy in his life. Do you understand?
Now, you have quite understood it all right. From the beginning,
it was quite understandable, but your understanding was not brought
into your contemplation in your prayers. Quite understood in your minds
only, had brought you into the sufferings, from your own understanding
which actually you did not understand, because you did not pray.
Poor Agnes! Indeed, very heavy. I am telling you, whoever are
with Agnes, united and serve together with me, your Mother, should be
able to control themselves well. Do you understand?
Well, well, it does not matter. I am not being angry with you, but
I want to give you spiritual understanding together with me, your
Mother. I have never been angry. I love all my children, whether or not
they understand the matter. I keep on praying for all of them all over the
world.
Well, thank you, my children. Accept my love, a sign of
remembrance to you. I am giving you strength. Accept my love. Accept
my love… Agnes cries. Accept my love, my priest whom I love (Mgr. Isak
Doera, red.), accept my love, well my priest whom I love, I am with you
on your mission, Take care of Agnes; accompany her to forward the
Truth. I like you.
Accept my love… This is the sign of my love… (The Blessed
Mother Mary gave the opportunity to all present to shake and kiss her
hands through Mrs. Agnes' hands. This has never been experienced
before, red.)
Agnes cries ….my love. Agnes cries. Agnes cries together with you. This
is the sign of my love. I give it to you all.
My love is also for my children, wherever they are, wherever you
meet them; give them my love, a sign of love and affection. Peace be
with you, unite into one heart and one soul, there is no difference in
front of God where your hearts are open to deliver all your love to God
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the event had never been repeated, and it did not happen at the
time the Pope visited Fatima, neither at the beatification of
Jacinta and Francesco, even though Sister Lucia was present at
that time, on 13 May 2000. Now it had been repeated again
through Agnes together with the community. As a matter of
fact, with a bonus of inspiring rainbows, and whatever God has
started, will certainly be finished (once again, it was still a
question for us before, whether the Blessed Mother Mary's
presence on 13 May 2005 at Fatima was at the same time the
fulfillment of her promise to Lucia in 1917, but now after the
explanation of Mother Mary we believe it is).
At the night that followed we gathered to share our experiences
that day and said the night prayer together, and the following morning
we celebrated the Eucharist in the chapel 'Domus Pacis' with full of
gratitude. We needed Lord Jesus who had made us one with Him
through His Body and Blood, which had strengthened and made us
alive. When we came to the dining hall to have breakfast, the Philippine
family who came from Washington, USA was waiting for us. Elaine, the
daughter of the family said that she wanted very much to see Mrs.
Agnes, because her mother, Mrs. Flora Ramos, had something to say to
her, about her spiritual experience. They had read our booklet, and they
believed in it.
Mrs. Flora caressed Mrs. Agnes and kissed her when they met each
other, and said that she believed that Mrs. Agnes had been appointed by
the Blessed Mother Mary to continue the mission Sister Lucia was to
bear. Then she told her, her experience, referring to the experience
saying that her family saw the rainbows and that Mrs. Flora also saw the
pink light descending from the peak of the sky down to the middle of the
rainbows. She did not see the Blessed Mother Mary, but she fully
believed with joy when Mrs. Agnes told her that her eye-sight was really
true, and that the Blessed Mother Mary truly appeared in the middle of
the pink light. They also saw the inspiring sunshine and believed that it
was the sign that God and the Blessed Mother Mary had given as it was
in 1917 at Fatima.
We were very happy to hear this sharing, because this witness
had strengthened us more and more that God had indeed fulfilled His
Promise. On another occasion, we met some of the Pilgrims from Mexico
who told us that their experiences of yesterday's weather were strange
(rainfall, blowing wind, imminent heat, wet clothes became instantly
dry, and so on).
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We left Domus Pacis at Fatima with full of inspiring imagination
for Santiago de Compostella through Coimbra, Braga and Tuy. After a
prayer of Longing for God, one of our priests led us to share the
experiences at Fatima, especially on 13 May 2005. In telling our
experiences, our thoughts and feelings turned out to support in
strengthening our faith. We were one in prayer hoping that God would
bless the repetition of the Apparition of the Blessed Mother Mary in 1917
at the time we were present with Agnes Sawarno, and reached its goal
for the conversion and preparation of the hearts of the children of God
for their self-purification and the purification of the world. We were sure
that God would keep on working and perfecting it after this event.
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your brothers. Without suffering, you would not be able to save your
brothers. Agnes is bearing the cross quite heavily. Do not blame Agnes
anymore. However, it does not matter, it does not matter….
Learn to be humble in heart, my children, so that you will convey
it with your faith and united with God. Be humble in heart. Without
humility, my children, you will have difficulty, be worried, be afraid, to
convey this Truth. Look at those who are with me. They were called to
tell that God lives on earth until God returns to this earth. Through them
and you as witnesses by your attitudes and behaviors, your God is
accepted, and looked for. Be humble, my children. God came and left His
Glory to meet you, to meet human beings. Do not you understand all
that God Has done on your journey? Well, be humble! Do not do things
according to your hearts' will, which are closed. However, with your
open hearts, your faiths do work. Do you understand?
Be happy to you, you will be witnesses at these last moments.
Agnes, this child I have brought to other countries. To each country, so
that she will open again the spiritual histories about God, about the
Goodness, about the Love and Affection of God to human beings. Do you
understand this spiritual journey of yours, my children?
Well, since you have understood about it, please, live in God,
prepare yourselves properly and be ready to suffer, do not live proudly
with the graces that God has given to you, but use those graces to praise
God in your lives. For, wealth cannot save you. Well, well, once again
you were asked to bear the cross through Agnes. Look at Agnes, she is
so suffering, not that God is not kind to her, but she is the one who will
make your faith grow up again, your faith to God. Do you understand?
All right! You do understand. I am glad. You understand, but
your understanding should bring about fruits for salvation for your
brothers as well as for your families wherever you are. Are you all ready
to suffer?
That is quite bearable. For they too, before you, they, too, were
suffering because of the Truth. Now you are also willing to suffer
because of the Truth together with God.
Go home now with peace, no quarrels among you any more. I
wish you would all be united in one heart and one soul. If you do not
understand, why do you not bring it into prayer? You forgot to say your
prayers, because of the matter you were arguing, and because you did
not understand, then you have been talking aimlessly without praying.
Without saying the prayers you could be misguided by your own desires,
supported by the world. Do you understand quite all right?
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the audience present; that was what we misinterpreted, Mother Mary.”
answered the audience)

SELF-PREPARATION FOR THE WORLD PURIFICATION

In every matter, brings your hearts and faiths, do not bring your
feelings and your minds, because those are parts of the world. But bring
your hearts, my children. Be honest! Be honest to God and be honest
also to your brothers. Indeed, your honesty that will enable you to
communicate whatever you do not understand, you will convey it. It
does not matter, my children, I do understand. However, now you
understand much better what I have said to you.
Thank you to all of you, and to you too, my priests, be faithful all
of you and be witnesses. (“Mother Mary, lead us in conveying this,”
asked the audience)
You do not have to say (like that, red.). Actually God is with all of
you. Without your asking for it, as long as your hearts are open, God is
with you. Well, my priests, please, understand what I am doing, you
have come to all the places I have been present. Do you understand?

The hidden third secret in the form of a apparition had been
given by Sr.Lucia in 1944 and was made public by the Vatican at the time
Jacinta and Francesco were beatificated on 13 May 2000, and in a
complete report including the interpretation documented on 6 June
2000 (The Book on “Fatima in Lucia's Own Words”, was published by
Secretariado Dos Pastorinhos Fatima, Portugal, June 2003, page 215).
Only the prophecy about “the purification of the world” was not
mentioned in the interpretation on the 'apparition' given by Sister Lucia.
In the event of apparition on July 1917, there was a revelation about an
angel who was carrying a sword of fire; this indicated that God's Power
would give a hand in the purification of the world as told by the Blessed
Mother Mary in Indonesia through Mrs. Agnes Sawarno. (Cf. Revelation
6:8 ; and the teaching by John, the Apostle, through Mrs. Agnes in the
Words of Knowledge, on 13 December 2003). God had given His
Permission to the Blessed Mother Mary to prepare her children to face
the purification of the world, through her presences, in her apparitions
and to forward her heavenly messages about the conversion. But God's
time is precise, we were asked not to count the days, but to be well
prepared by returning wholly to God. The purification of the world has
started and the signs have shown clearly all over the world. And its
climax will come in the three days of darkness as it was prophesized by
the Blessed Mother Mary, which is also found in the Bible, especially in
the Book of Revelation.
What was meant by the “purification period” that reached its
climax by the three days of darkness was different from the
understanding of God's Descent for the second time at the Doomsday
(Cf. Rev. 20). There were indeed a lot of messages to strengthen the
children of God not to feel left alone in living up the purification period
which has now been in progress.
“I have come down here with my Son's permission. To bring
over the sign that the darkness will occur for three days and
three nights.”

You do, you do. Thank you. It does not matter. Stand up all of
you, do not make the same mistakes, because your work is heavy
enough together with me, your Mother. Learn to be humble in heart, in
order that you will not be disappointed. Learn…! Contemplate…!
Because whatever is given to Agnes, accept it wholly, sufferings to save

That would really happen, in no time. In no time, indeed! This is
the sign, and God has given the sign to the world. I am saying this truly.
But do not be afraid, I will come down to save you. Those who believe in
it will be saved. I have come down for My Son's will,” (9 June 1995).
“Repent, my children. Repent! That is what I want to state,

Do you understand that they also got the sign? They did.
Why are you worried? They received them and they would be my
witnesses through those signs I had given to Lucia, all the three, but it
was Lucia who would continue my wish, this prophecy, that is why I had
united you to Lucia. This experience would do for you, go and bring your
hearts and your faiths; there are graces with you. Accept those graces in
your lives in order that you come to the goal of your work together with
me, your Mother Mary. Didn't you see and feel God's Grace was given to
all of them?
(“What we were afraid of was that we were disappointing Mother Mary
who gave us the assignment. And we felt guilty because we did not or
had not believed that God had been working directly towards them,
whereas we felt ourselves difficult to communicate with them because
of the language, so we regarded ourselves to fail in accomplishing our
assignments” we answered)
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because God's Mercy is working now on earth. Whoever has repented
and returned to Him, he will be forgotten from all his attitudes and
behaviors, his sins. That is the last justice, it is the purification, my
children. This moment is the period of purification. At this time you are
entering the purification period. By God's Mercy, let yourself be
changed. (23 February 1999)
“That event should occur, my children. God will sanctify all His
children at that time through His Power. A new world will be made ready
for you. For one period God will be with you, to teach, to give, to protect,
and to take care of all of you. A period will be given to you (Cf. Rev. 20).
After that God will release you all alive, united and to make the earth full
again. If after that period human beings fall again, and that was God's
promise, God will come, and everything will come to the end.” (29
November 1999)
“All my beloved children, hunger, weepings, killings, bloodshed,
pains, earth-quakes, and whirl-wind storms will occur all over the world.
Be well prepared and converted as from tonight and return to God, so
that you may be saved throughout all those events which come down to
the earth. You do not have to be afraid! Be thankful that you have a
mother in heaven who is allowed to warn you of all that will happen, in
order that you all are ready, heart and soul, ready for all cases possible.
(15 May 2004).
“The time will come, my children, this world will be shacked by
God, a colossal quake-like movement and all over! All over the world will
undergo the same thing. Take care of yourselves well! Do not make sins
any more! Return yourselves wholly to God.” (18 February 2005).
“I will give you the sign when the time of the three days of
darkness will come, just like the time I was in the sepulchre. I wanted to
enter into it. This is the sign I will give to the human beings so that they
will be aware of that darkness, so as to make them willing to wholly
return to Me. Agnes, this is what I am telling you truly. I am not angry,
but I just want to warn the human beings; at the time I come down later
on, it is I who will become your judge. Therefore before I come down,
please return to Me, quickly, and do not postpone it again! Agnes, I will
certainly come, after this event has happened on earth. This is just a
preliminary warning to My coming later.” (Lord Jesus's message, on 26
July 2005)
“Don't you count the time. But be well-prepared yourselves.
Time is short to God because time is His. My children, in no time you will
experience the colossal quake.” (25 February 2005).
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restless on your mission? Where have your hearts been, my children?
Look, that prophecy has existed among you, and I added some
to it. Did you see the signs? I was in that sign (the sign in the form of
rainbows and the Apparition of Mother Mary, red.) Look, where have
your hearts been? Your hearts, my children? What you asked me I had
come to reveal it. I have brought you, and you accepted my presence. In
some places I had appeared in order that you knew how I had been
together with them to state the Truth itself, in order that I unite my
children at places where I had been present. They came to God, because
God did not stop to reveal Himself on this earth, I am the means of God
to meet my children and you, too, who are here. Why do not you accept
it with your open hearts? What are you angry for?
Well, that is why you should give your hearts wholly to God, give
a little bit to me so that you will understand whatever I have given to you
on your mission, and Agnes whom I have brought together with them in
happiness. She is the means to convey this to you. Do not ask too much,
my children. God knows whom to give and what for; why were all of
them given and called and they accepted this mission.
My children, you are so afraid of the world. Why much more
afraid of the world? Why ashamed to the world? For I, your Mother, did
not make you ashamed.
Learn, and you will be brought to wherever I was present
together with them that I called, they accepted and suffered. Not with
me to have a good time, but they were willing to suffer in order to save
your brothers. Accept it in your lives. That is also my sadness where you
were angry. Your desire was supported by the world to draw all that I
had given to you, and you were covered by the world because of your
own minds. Go with faith, my children. I came, I did come together with
you and I had brought you in order that you, too, experienced it
together with them. Did you see that the sign was also given quite
heavily to Agnes? (The Way of the Cross, as experienced by Agnes at
Santiago de Compostella, Spain, red.)
Wasn't that also a sign to you?
That was a sign. The sort of sign, that God has planned to save
human beings. That sign was also given to you through Agnes. Which
sign do you want to ask?
(“We think that the sign was not meant to be given to us only, but to all
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the end you will rejoice together with the world by those signs,
and be proud of yourselves. Do you understand?
All right, all right, and understand, and understand, and keep on
understanding. I give you all My Blessings and go home, take My Peace
on your journey. Rejoice, and praise Me in your lives, in order that you
will reach your goals, which I want that you all will be happy in My Name.
Do you understand?
At this very moment, I Am giving you My Blessings on this
journey of yours. (Lord Jesus was using “the tongue language”, red.)
This moment, My priests, I Am uniting this blessing, wherever you gave
your blessings to My children. I am Giving and making My Blessing grow
in your hearts on your journey so that you may become good priests and
useful for Me and for My children wherever they are. I Am blessing you in
My Name. I Am uniting you on this journey through this Cross I have
given to you. (Lord Jesus used “the tongue language”, red.) Take my
blessings on your journey, My children.
And you, My priests, keep on working well! Make your hearts
united with Me. Look at Me, learn from Me, because I Am your Teacher
and your God. Follow My step so as to enable you to come to your
destination and bring My children to Me. I trust it to you, but you are not
alone, I Am with you. (Lord Jesus used “the tongue language”, red.)

Messages by Mother Mary at Amsterdam on 21 May 2005
Thanks to you, my priests, my beloved children. Thank you!
Thanks to you, too, all those are here now, thank you.
Thank you, thank you, and thank you. I am really glad to have
brought you all here, that God has not left you behind, and God has
presented Himself on this earth. God Remains as God Is in His Plan to be
together with those who are united with me in happiness. All of you who
are here have felt what I have been feeling, what I have given to you on
this mission. All the priests and you, I had promised whatever I had
given to Lucia, has happened amongst you and my children. Has it not
been true, my children?
Why are your hearts so sad and afraid? I gave it to you, the
signs, and I had come. Agnes was my witness, she saw me, and I gave
my blessings to all my children who were there. Why were you all
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“Think of what I have told you, My children. All will happen, and
human beings all over the world who believe as well as those who do not
believe, they all will experience it. But you will experience it with joy to
accept the day of the purification, but those who do not believe, they will
suffer and be gone together with the world.” (29 March 2005)
“Not only in your country here, in all over the world the
purification has started. Nature no longer becomes friendly to you,
because it is God Himself who has put His Hand to give you the sign. The
purification will come down soon to the earth. God's Hand will shake this
nature. This is not a natural disaster, but the nature is shaken, so as to
start the purification to come. Something should be done to the nature,
and God himself who will shake down all of it. It has to be done like that.
Those who are rightful and those who are not will be shown and exposed
by God to you throughout the events, especially in your country here.”
(25 June 2005)
In her messages, The Blessed Mother Mary gave some instruct

Suggestion to fast on Fridays
To prepare her children for a life of refinement and to face the
climax of purification, the Blessed Mother Mary's warning was for us to
return to God completely, to stay continuously close to God, to pray
perseverantly, to receive the sacraments especially the Eucharistic
sacrament and reconciliation, diligence in reading the Bible, and to live a
solemnity life, abstinence and to fast. A special day that the Blessed
Mother Mary urged us to fast is Friday, because it was the day of sorrow
for Mother Mary (The day when Lord Jesus died on the cross).
“Well, My children who are present here, start from now on to
fast on Fridays. You have to live in abstinence, to do ascetic act and pray.
I am telling you this in order that you will not be empowered by satan.
Get fasting, living a solemnity life, praying, gets close to God, doing
goods, and you will be saved. Remember, I am telling you the truth! It
will not take any time before the darkness will come. But be prepared,
stay close to God, and you will be saved. I will come down to earth, to
make my children well-prepared in prayer. If the time comes, do not run
anywhere, but be well-concentrated in prayer, and give yourselves to
God, and you will be saved. (28 June 2005).
“Get fasting on Fridays, abstinence, indulge in poverty life, my
Blessings will be with you. For anyone who sees, do something, and do it
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completely well! Those who are present in here, make up groups to
make 'The Charity Services of the Blessed Mother' work properly well,
and I will be with you and protect you. Do not make God's anger come
down to earth, you will regret for ever. Because the time is coming
soon.” (21 July 2005).
Mother Mary stressed that we had really to fast, not just
physically, but spiritually. “Earth wise you try to control yourselves, to
be abstinent, to indulge in poverty life, and to fast. Not just earthly! You
can do fasting every day. You are not angry, my children; you have been
fasting, and you have done ascetic act, and you have been renounce
yourselves well. You have not been too good as yet though; you have
struggled for that, so that you have now become good enough; other
people are feeling happy about you, and that is living a spiritual life
already. Earth wise you can do something properly. You have been
fasting worldly wise through all means. You do not eat, you consider to
annihilate your desires to eat, and that supports the fact that you are
fasting, but you minimize your eating, minimize it in worldly wise, but
your life is not becoming better, that is an abuse. Do it, my children, Do
it! You will be fasting on that day, but before it you have already fasted,
renounce yourselves every day and praise God, and do goods to
everyone, everywhere you are in, that is a spiritual fasting, my children.
Do it, my children so that you can do the worldly fasting very easily.” (23
February 2002)
“Well, my children, continue this Prayer of Longing for God and
continue to fast for the alternation of your brothers and sisters
everywhere they are, for conversion of your own, to state your
weaknesses, and you are willing to return to the way of Truth. The Truth
is your God Himself.” (4 February 2005)
In her own message to Mrs. Agnes, The Blessed Mother Mary
asked her children to pray the Prayer of Longing for God, at the end of
the fasting Fridays in the family or in the community.
Put My CROSS in front of the house:
“The vision of the Cross in the sky, at the feast of the Holy Cross, on 14
September 2004”:
It happened in the morning, Agnes was praying, and found
herself walking at a place, a large area, crowded by thousands of
people. They sent a group of delegation, which claimed, that they have
been long waiting for her, since she has promised to visit them.
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this child, because I am with her. Look…. I will remain as I Am, My
priests. No changes ever since, now and forever. That is Me, I Am Who I
Am, not just the words that I have spoken. I Am Who I Am, My priests.
Now answer this question of Mine in front of your God. Assure them, I
Am Who I Am.
I Am the Life. No! I Am, I Am, It is Me Myself, My children, It is
Me myself.
I said to Moses, the time would come when I would come by
My self and meet human beings. I would become a human
being, would talk like human beings that I had created,
so as to accomplish My Plan. I Am Who I Am.
It is I Myself. No one else, I Am Who I Am.
Enough! I Am Who I Am Who reign in heaven.
This is Me, Me, the world could not say “I”, who is the world?
But I said it because I Am Who I Am, and one in My Plan to
save men. Well, My priests, bring along whatever I have said
on this spiritual journey.
All right, all of you together with this child, her name is Agnes. I
am asking you, what does the word “Agnes” mean? (“A sweet sheep”,
answered the audience)
All right, Agnes, those are my sheep in all over the world. Save
them! I care for My sheep. I created them and they believe in Me. That is
your mission. I do love those who believe in Me. Sweet sheep. That is
your mission, my priests. I am telling you this in order that you
understand that I bless all your journeys. Do not worry nor be afraid, I
Am with you all, with all that you have done. No more worries are to
come and do not be afraid of the world, but strengthen your hearts
together with me, you will be strong to face all that, and you will
understand what I have given to you. The time will come for it. All the
priests, do you hear Me?
Well, your ears, as well as your hearts, hear, accept, and
contemplate whatever I have told you. Alright, that will do and all of
you, please, work together with your Mother, and tell them what has
happened among you and tell them what you have seen in your inner
feelings, your eyes are to see the signs I have given to you, and those
requested by Mother have been given amongst you, and amongst them.
Do not ask for any more signs, not those signs that will save you,
it is quite possible that those signs will make you suffer, and in
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my children. Right, this is what I give you as an assignment after you
return, do it, and do it in My Name! It is not your thoughts but your
hearts, your faith. That is your strength to convey all that you have to
tell to them who have misled many of my children. Who are you?
However, you are big in front of them, for you have opened your hearts
in your mission. So hard are their hearts, they do not want to experience
the last moments, and they have been very far apart from Me, because
they followed their thoughts, so that everything has happened that way.
You too, whoever are here, and whoever are with Me, you would not be
exempted from the temptation, but whoever keep away from Me, they
would be free from the temptation. Do you understand what I said?
Devils, the time would come for them to enter into the eternal
forever and ever. The places I have preserved for those who believe in
them, they would be with them.
Do not ask for signs. You would not be able to bear it, and will
not understand the signs I will give you. Do not you know that that sign
has occurred among you? Whatever your Mother did ask, I have given it
to you; it was your spiritual sensitivity that has been full of your own
ideas, and your desires that caused the apparition not to happen in your
lives. Remember! After My resurrection, I also showed My self to My
disciples so as to make them believe. However, if after my resurrection I
did not show Myself, My disciples would not have believed. Do you
understand?
The apparition was also meant to remind you of the work of My
Salvation together with your Mother in heaven. Do not look down on the
apparition! Only by My Power can all the things appear, through My
Power they are visible to human beings. If I did not appear My self in
their presence among them, at the time their hearts are scared, and
without hope after I died and rose. That was Me, Who started the
apparitions so that all the apostles could continue to spread this good
news, this Salvation that I had given to them. Do you believe in it?
Well, OK if you believe. At this very moment I am doing this, but
you still do not understand. You see this child walk and talk, that is My
Power. I am telling you now, do not look at this child, but look at all that I
have done among you. The world can take away nothing from the life of
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Mrs. Agnes was wondering, for she did not know these people.
She only knew through enlightenment that they were all children of
God; further more, she has never promised to come and to serve them.
That is why Agnes asked Lord Jesus for help.
Suddenly, the people turned their faces to look up into the sky
and fell down the ground to pray. Some of them were just kneeling;
others were bowing their bodies with the faces touching the ground.
There were some, who were crying for mercy, there were some others
who were crying for joy, and others were clapping their hands while
praising God.
At that time, the morning was bright, when suddenly a huge
Cross with a bright red color, like volcano lava, was seen in the sky. The
top of it touched the sky and the foot plunged deeply into the ground at
the horizon. It was really an amazing view! The Cross looked alive. Only
a Cross-sign without the corpus of Lord Jesus, but no one could deny
that it was the Sign of the Son of God, the Cross of Lord Jesus, who
redeems and saves His people. (Cf. “At that time, there was a sign of the
Son of God in the sky“. Matt. 24:30; “And I see another angel coming up
from the place of the sunshine. He brings the seal of the living God”,
Rev. 7:2a).
In the message given to the Community of The Charity of Services of the
Blessed Mother Mary” on 16 September 2004, Lord Jesus, said:
“The Sign of My Victory is the Cross of Victory, which I have
planned. The form is suited to My Will, in order that I can
hang on the Cross. Not a human being who created the cross.
I was the Creator of the Cross, so that you will be saved by
that Cross I have given to you”.
Further, Lord Jesus does not want the crosses, which are found
hanging in the houses of His children only to be decorations:
“Well, my children, all those signs found in the houses contain
various kinds of things, but they are insignificant to them. I do not want
all of them. But make a sign of victory, because the time will come
when you will suffer from those who do not know Me. But when
that happens in your country, please PUT MY CROSS IN FRONT OF
THE HOUSE. If you have really entered the path of my way to Salvation,
you will be safe.
Meanwhile it is only for a decoration, for a decoration.... not
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accepted in human life. If that Cross were not given on this earth, you
would not come to heaven. It is the Cross that brings you all into
heaven. Do you understand? Because I was crucified, you will be safe
from the world. Without My coming to this world to make an account of
the world, you will never come to the destination, since the world will
cause human beings to suffer.
I am telling you tonight, what is right is right! My words are true
and without ending until I come back to the earth. Well, my children, I
call you together with your Mother to convey My Plan. That is why I
come in order that you will understand. This is I. I Am who I Am. Do you
understand?
I Am who I Am. I Am YAHWE. Your ancestors' God. Abraham's
God. Now I have come among you, through this child I declare this to
you. The time is nearing. Remember this word of Mine, the time is
nearing, that is why I am telling you once again, the Cross of My
victory.... whoever accepts Me, he will win the victory together
with Me. That is the Cross, that brings you into heaven, to meet
Me. If you understand, do it! Tell all this to your brothers: The time will
come when they will run after you because of Me, and this will
happen to your country. But remember this word of Mine, if you
do it, when the time comes, you will be safe in My Name.”
(Lord Jesus asks his children in the Community of the Charity
Services of the Blessed Mother to convey this news to all the
children of God to put “the Sign of the Cross” on the outside of
the door of their own houses, to give the identity to themselves
as the children of God, but they should also enter into the path of
Salvation of Lord Jesus, i.e. in order that they really live according
to the teachings and the orders of God.)
The time before the purification, Lord Jesus will again give the sign, the
sign of the Son of Man in the sky (Cf. Matt. 24:30; Rev. 7: 2; The
message of the apostle John in the recollection of our Community on 28
August 2005), to show His power that will soon send the climax of the
purification: “the three days of darkness”.
“Men will be given the experience of darkness, which is
unbelievably dark in order to return to God, The True Light, The Creator,
The Redeemer, and The Savior!
“Agnes, that was the sign of My first coming to give a
special touch of feeling to My children on this earth. I will give a
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to be a good priest that suits My Heart.
I did not come in My Greatness, but I have come in order that
you understand how I love you all. I want to save all my creations in the
world. If I came with My Greatness, you would have not been able to
bear it.
Unite your hearts with Me from now on, so that you will be
leaving graces in your paths, leaving peacefulness, leaving joyfulness,
and bringing salvation. Now look, a lot of My children have fallen into a
mess because of this world. Where are those priests? This is in fact the
last moment, you will become My witnesses and convey it, please, do
not be afraid! I will be with you and bless whatever you do and say.
Do you understand what I am telling you now?
Understand, must understand; be understood and be accepted
in your mission. Well, My priests work! …. Please, work together with
your Mother, work together with those I called, with this child. I have
called her for your sake. It is a means to convey the content of my heart
at the last moment. My Word which I gave after I have returned to
heaven is not enough for them (Cf. Catechism of the Catholic Church,
The Revelation of God, #66 & 67). I saw it was not enough, so I
mobilized heaven together with your Mother to accomplish her mission
until I return to earth. She is My Witness. That woman is My witness I
created for you. Do you understand it now?
Understand, understand, understand, understand, and now
talk… Talk with your faith, not using your mind, or your feelings, with
your faith. You will not understand whatever I have been doing in this
work of salvation. I will remain as I Am. I have come for you and I shall
return to you. Do you understand?
And I will be with you and I live in your lives. In your heart, so
you accept Me wholly. I live in you and you live in Me. I Am as I Am, your
ancestors God. Now I have come, and I have stated from heaven it is Me
Who created you. I am the Father Who loves you and Who has come
among you. I Am the Holy Spirit. This is My Life. Do not you always
question it. Accept and feel the life that I have given to you. Whoever
believes in it, will rejoice in life, but whoever does not believe in it, will
not receive enjoyment in their lives. They will be worried in their hearts
because of the world, and worried by the world…. Happy be with you.
This is Me, Who is talking. I give this child to you, so that I could meet
and talk to you. Well, My priests, so far will do! Do you understand?
All right, if you have understood already, do not be afraid of
whatsoever will happen in your life, because you are with me to serve
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found the happiness I promised them and they have already received
everything. They have now been happy with Me. Do you understand
that I have been living in your lives, my priests?
Right! If you understand that I have been living in your lives,
happiness will be yours, My priests. You have entered into My journey…
entered within My journey. Then your whole hearts belong to Me and I
am asking you to be good shepherds to My sheep wherever you are. Do
not let yourselves be influenced by your worldly desires. I have come
down to earth without My Glory. I have come down to earth
insignificantly. Do not exalt yourself with the world, but look, I come and
everything I bear, including all humiliation and suffering, but that was all
My plan. Be poor in front of Me, oh my priests, but you are rich, you are
above the world in order to enable you to accomplish your missions well.
There is quite a lot of hypocrisy among the priests. Look at them! They
were all arrogant. What have they done? Boasting, building the kingdom
on the earth! I did not bring down such kingdom to the world. My
Kingdom is in heaven. However, the worldly kingdom has existed and
they forgot to be good shepherds of My sheep. I appointed Peter, and I
would put up stones, a house, and a place where I would be living in. I
would build up My house on…. Please answer, on what…? I would build
up My House on…! (On the rock, answer the priests)
Right! If I build a house on a weak foundation, the house will
break down. I Am that Rock, do you understand, my priests?
Well, you do understand, and you will never be shaken off all
over the world. Through Peter I declared this fact in order that you are
united with Me and meet Me through My Body and Blood, so as to accept
Me on your journey of life. I Am that Rock. Do you understand?
Right! You do understand. I declare it to you, what I have said,
convey it to all the other priests…whoever they are! They felt they were
highly appointed priests, exalted by human beings. I gave My Blessings
but… all that had happened. They forgot … all; almost most of them
showed it that way… and only a few of them were faithful to Me.
Poverty…! Do you embrace any poverty, at all?
Right, flesh is too heavy to be brought to rightfulness; but today
I am telling you, be poor all of you, and you will be rich in front of Me, so
that you won't be drifted by the world, in order that you will be able to
accept the mission well and bring My children to the right way.
Rightfulness is Me. Well, you do confess all your weaknesses, but today
and tomorrow and so on, I will see what kind of life you would undertake
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sign of the occurrence of the three days of darkness as if I were
in the pit of a sepulcher. I am willing to come into it. This is the sign I
will give men, in order for them to be aware of the darkness and willing
to return wholly to Me. Agnes, these are my words, which are true. I am
not angry, but I am warning the human beings at the time I come later, it
is I who will be your Judge. That is why, before I come, please return to
Me hurriedly and without delay. Agnes, I will surely come after this event
on the earth. This is an introduction to My coming later.” (The Messages
by Lord Jesus on 26 July 1995, Cf. John 12: 35-36)
Apostle John in his messages during the recollection at Gedang Anak,
Ungaran, Central Java, on 28 August 2005, also said:” .... The Cross is
the Living God Himself, the Almighty who caresses all the human beings
in His Life. The Cross! He was hanging on a piece of wood as a token that
God is a Living Cross. Supported and indicated by a piece of wood, so
that God laid His Body and declared Himself. This is I, I Am who I Am,
there is no change, because the Cross will not change. The Cross will
never be lost. The time will come that the Cross will stand on the ground
as a sign that the purification will soon occur. So, why it was the cross
which was descended by God? Why not God Himself? If God put His Foot
on this earth, what would happen? The world would have ended. God
has not done it yet. Not yet!. But the purification of the world, right now
is the purification for every people all over the world .....” But the sign
and Salvation from Him was only given to those who believe in Him " (Cf.
John 1: 4-5 , 9; 3 : 18-21)
Earthquakes will occur and what shall we do?
“My children, in no time you will experience earthquakes. It is a
colossal earthquake that will come down to earth. But do not be afraid, if
that happens, just stay in the house and say the prayers I have taught
you. Do not you run anywhere. Believe me! God's Grace will protect you
all, and you will not suffer from all those events coming down to earth,
because the earth will be shaken by God.
Look! You have seen, not just in your country, but in all over the
world. But the time will come, when you will experience the three days
of darkness. Those are the moments God will purify the world. For three
days God will purify the world! And God will show what is right and what
is wrong. Everything wrong coming from the world will be annihilated,
and all of you will be saved from all those events.
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In no time you will feel the colossal earthquake, but accept it
with all your faithfulness. Please believe ...! The word 'belief' will save
you because of your completely deep faithfulness to God. God says it is
your faithfulness that heels you, it is your faithfulness that saves you.
Faithfulness to God, be one with God.” (4 February 2005).
“In a short time to come that event will occur, my children. Take
care of yourselves, because that disaster will really be quite fatal to the
world. Not only to you, to the world! Believe me, if that happened, you
should be one in prayer, be one with your family. Get into your house, no
need to run. If you run, it will show that you do not believe that your God
is with you, and capable of doing every thing to protect all of you. My
words are against the world's. The world says, if an earthquake occurred
to the world, you had to go out of your houses, but I say, because all of
us have God in heaven, when an earthquake happened, you would have
to get into your own houses, say the prayers, and you would be saved.
The world cannot be compared to God.” (11 March 2005)
What shall we do at the moment of climax of PURIFICATION,
that is the “THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS”.
“A thick fog will come down to earth. That is the sign that will
come soon, but you, my children, do not be afraid, I will be with you. Get
into the house when that sign comes. Get into your own houses, all of
you. Pray and be converted, you will be saved. This sign will really occur,
that is why I have come down here in your country, in Indonesia, so that
my children will be safe against that event, because darkness will occur
in no time. This is what I want to tell you.” (9 September 1995)
“Do you still remember where that event had occurred at the
time Moses received the order? God order them to put a sign at their
own houses. The same will happen again. This sign will be a spiritual
sign which lives in the family, it will throw lights in these houses, so as to
make God's Anger passes by their houses, and they will be saved. That
is what I want to say, go with your spirit. In the past, the sign was given
by God through Moses. Do you still remember what kind of sign was it?
(“We still remember, Mother Mary; it was the blood of a young lamb
scratched on the door of their houses,” answered the audience). That
was the sign that the house was full of God's Graces, but at this time, it
will be your spirituality that will save you all.” (23 February 1999)
“I am preparing all of you well, so that you will not become
frightened when that day comes, the purification of the world (Cf. Rev.
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CLOSING MESSAGES
During the Prayer of Abandonment to God, on the closing of
our spiritual journey, in a functional room at a hotel in Amsterdam,
before we left to celebrate the Eucharist in the chapel, Lord Jesus and
Mother Mary addressed us again and especially the priests:
Message by Lord Jesus at Amsterdam on 21 May 2005
“I have refined your hearts, My children.
And you also, the priests, do you know why I called you?
Well! You do not know yet. I have called you to continue what I
have desired, after I have risen and return to heaven, and your apostles
have been happy with Me. I will not make the world lack of priests, and I
have called you to continue the work of My Salvation and to guide and to
bring them to Me. Do you understand now?
That is your mission. Good, I have blessed you in your mission
and you have declared your willingness to follow Me. Follow Me…. But I
ask you whether or not you have done it well?
Well, I understand. You are aware that you are still human
beings, but I have taken over your weaknesses, My priests. Do not let
them arouse again, all your weaknesses that made you far apart from
Me. I am telling you, be happy all that I called to enter into My journey
that I am explaining it to you now to understand. However, you have
learned and learned, and from a lot of human knowledge has made you
unaware of your mission. Ever since I called you, I have given you My
Blessings, and I have sent you to My children, but a part of your lives you
are still within your worldly business. That is your weaknesses. I am
telling you, you are no longer part of the world. Your hearts are with Me.
Your hearts belongs to Me. However, you wondered about the world,
how does the world look like? You will experience the enjoyments of the
world. Well, I did not prevent you, because you are still in the world, but
your steps should be certain, because My step will surely bring you to
the destination and will arrive at Me. I am telling you, each step you
have taken, yielded peace, goodness, and truth and salvation. Have you
accomplished them in your lives so far?
Today I am telling you, do it! Each step you have left behind
should bring My children to Me. This is My certain step. My destination is
sure, because I Am the destination of your lives, and you will reach
whatever I have told you, just as your apostles, this time they have
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3: 10). That is what I want to forward to you. I am not making you
afraid, My children, but I am preparing you so as to make you all ready
and reconciled and be one in prayers. The prayer I have given to you
(the Prayer of Longing for God, red.). That is the strength. Say all the
prayers you have had so far, and unite them with my prayer I have given
to you. That is your strength.
You don't have to worry; God's Grace will get you, my children,
to gather in your own houses. That is why I am asking you to be wellprepared, especially in your family. That is your strength. My children, at
the time God comes down and sees you are praising Him, praising Him
in your lives, God will give His Blessings to each of the houses that He
Passes. That is the time of the purification for each of you. My children,
be happy for you have made yourselves well-prepared. Make yourselves
go in groups or community and pray, my children. (9 December 1999).
“The time of purification will come, my children. At the
beginning I started working with Agnes, I gave the sign to
Agnes together with my children. At that time there was
darkness, it happened very limitedly though”
(at Cimahi, on Monday, 9 June 1995, on that day, when the Community
of Charity Services of the Blessed Mother were praying together, God's
Graces gave the sign about what would happen on the three days of
darkness as the climax of the world purification; the place became
completely dark, the air was felt to be breathtakingly, and frighteningly
silence, red.).

After the Mass, we also offered our respect to the holy host in the
monstrance. Lord Jesus was present again and communicated to us
through Mrs. Agnes, saying: “ I am that bread which comes down from
heaven. I am present at the Eucharistic celebration within the bread and
the wine. Those are my Body and Blood, I make them into one for you
until I will come back to be Judge to you, the believers as well to the
non-believers.” (Cf. John 6:58)
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God closed everything around you so that you would not hear
anything else at all at that time. But that was just a little sign,
my children, but the big sign will soon come down to earth,
my children. The three days of darkness you will experience,
but I am telling you, my children, a sign will be given to you.
The sign will be in the form of thick fogs coming down to
earth and they smell unbearably breathtaking to your lives.
Get into the house, my children, close the doors, because
God's Power will occur terrifyingly to purify the world. Get
into the house, and say the prayer I have taught you, go on,
let God's Graces protect you all, and I, your Mother, will be
with all of you. I will embrace you through God's Graces. Once
again, make groups or community, when the day of
purification comes, you will not be alone. When the day has
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finished, you will not be alone, either; you will find yourselves
back in your community and be in one bond and pray,
everyone will rejoice in God.” (25 February 2005)
“All My beloved children, do not be afraid, when I tell you about
this. Be happy all of you, at this moment, I am telling you and making
all of you well-prepared. When that day comes, you do not have to be
afraid. Be united in the prayers, get into your houses and close the doors
and say the prayers. Put a light on, the least you can make, will
enlighten all of you. I tell you this, do so for three days. When you see
lights coming into the house, that means it is finished. Go out and praise
God. Be united, all of you, to praise God. This, I am giving you to
understand, not to make you afraid. But I am preparing you well.” (9
March 2000)
“And you, too, My children, from this time on, you have to live in
prayers in your family. That is the beginning of happiness, in order that
God's Graces work in each of your families.”
“When that day comes, God's Graces will come to each of the
families of His children. If you are found you are praying, God'
Graces will stop by to bless you one by one.”

The PRAYER of ABANDONMENT to GOD and THE PRAYER of
LONGING for GOD
To prepare her children in undergoing purification and in facing
the climax of purification of the world, Mother Mary's urgent warning
was to return to God wholly, to stay continuously close to God, to be
diligent in accepting the sacraments, especially the Eucharistic
sacrament and the sacrament of reconciliation, to be diligent in reading
the Bible, to say the prayers intensively, for instance through novena, to
do goods to others with love, to live in self-denial, to fast on Fridays,
especially spiritual fasting, because Friday is the sorrowful day for
Mother Mary.
As a means to strengthen her children, special prayers were
given by Mother Mary to her children in Indonesia, that is The Prayer of
Abandonment to God (19 January 1996) and The Prayer of Longing
for God. (28 August 2004) The Prayer of Abandonment is the prayer
that Mother Mary herself had been practicing since she was still a
youngster, when together with all the apostles, and it is the prayer she
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Nevers (France)
The Convent of St. Gildard, the place where the uncorrupted
corpse of St. Bernadette, was laid until now. Sr. Bernadette rejected to
be called Sancta, since heaven is the peak of our happiness, not by any
degree given by the 'world'. She wept because she had invited Agnes to
come since 1995, and it was only at that time that her wish was fulfilled.
Then, she said: “ Make this spiritual journey, a journey to improve
your faith.”
Paris (France)
The Chapel of the Miraculous Medallion, in the convent of the
congregation of the Daughters of Charity founded by St. Vincent de Paul,
the place where Lord Jesus and Mother Mary appeared to St. Catharina
Laboure in 1830 and proclaimed Mother Mary with the title of Conceived
without sin. Besides giving the Miraculous Medallion, Mother Mary also
taught a prayer: “ O Mary conceived without sin, pray for us who are
under your protection.” St. Catharina did not want to be called Sancta
also, but just Sister, and she addressed Agnes with a message:
“Receive the graces and work with those graces.”
At this place, Mother Mary appeared to Agnes. The statue of Mother
Mary, with her hands open as a mediator of all graces, became alive,
illuminated by bright lights, and Mother Mary gave her message as
follows: “Receive the graces and walk with the graces so as to
reach your exact destination, which is your happiness.”
Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
The morning before returning to Jakarta, we prayed together in
the meeting hall of the hotel and listened to the messages given by Lord
Jesus and Mother Mary, (These messages can be read completely on the
next pages: “Closing Messages”) and then celebrated the closing
Eucharist on our pilgrimage at the Chapel of Mother of All Nations.” In
this chapel we did not get any special messages via Mrs. Agnes
Sawarno, neither from Lord Jesus nor Mother Mary. God the Almighty
did not make any encounter either between Mrs. Agnes and the spirit of
Ida Peerdeman, as it was with other spirits of the visionaries in other
pilgrimage places before.
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Loyola, (Spain)
St. Ignatius Loyola Castle was the place where St. Ignatius
Loyola was born and converted, and founded the Society of Jesus. After
the Eucharistic celebration, while visiting the burials of the Jesuit
priests, God's Grace presented the spirit of Father Louis Marie Andreu SJ
( 1961) to Agnes. He died after receiving the vision of the miracle, which
will happen in accordance with The Blessed Mother Mary's prophecy at
Garabandal.
Father Heribertus Bratasudarma SJ, the priest, was addressed
by the spirit of Father Louis Marie Andreu through Mrs. Agnes: “Be
happy my confrater and friend, you are not alone, but you are
with Madre Marie.” (The Blessed Mother Mary, red.)
Lourdes, (France)
- The place of the apparitions of Mother Mary to Bernadette
Soubirous in 1858. Mother Mary introduced herself as 'the woman with
immaculate conception'. The message by Mother Mary individually to
Agnes was that she was brought to this place to meet and to be united
with her predecessors who were also given the grace to witness the
apparition, and up to now they are working together assisting Agnes
through their prayers in heaven. Agnes is not left alone to work by
herself.
At the Eucharistic celebration in the morning before leaving
Lourdes, Lord Jesus also addressed us after laying a hand and blessing a
woman from Mexico, who was suffering from a painful left shoulder. He
encouraged us to be brave to be witnesses about the Truth of His
Presence together with Agnes and our community, even though we were
small in the world's eye. Lord Jesus in fact declared that all of the
promises have been fulfilled in the repetition of the signs at
Fatima and gave His blessings to all that we had done so far.
Paray le Monial (France)
The place where Lord Jesus revealed Himself to St. Margaret
Maria Alacoque in 1673, and asked for a special devotion to the Sacred
Heart of Lord Jesus on every First Friday. Here St. Margaret Maria
addressed Agnes through a locution and said: “Do not let the world
press you, go tell the Truth.”
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has been practicing together with all the saints in heaven. The Prayer of
Longing for God is the prayer which is meant to make her children get
together actively into one with God, in cases of some problems of their
own, as well as in serving others. Mother Mary taught her children to be
diligent in saying the prayers, and stressed that they should do so
together especially, better than alone.” Make yourselves into groups
because it is in the groups that God will be present, you will be
strengthened and you will strengthen one another.”
The Prayer of Abandonment can be said as a daily prayer, as a
routine prayer, or made one with the liturgical reading as well as in the
Eucharistic Celebration, at the time the common prayer is said. Initiated
by the statement of faithfulness, enter into contemplation, the prayer
asking for the presence of the Holy Spirit (or in the prayer of praising
Veni Creator Spiritus, or Send Your Spirit, oh My God), then back into
contemplation, and next the Litany, and last is the Prayer of
Abandonment:
The PRAYER OF ABANDONMENT TO GOD
Litany of Abandonment to God:
Lord Jesus, enlighten our hearts and minds by Your Holy Spirit
Lord Jesus, teach us to be patient when we pray
Lord Jesus, teach us to pray well
Lord Jesus, teach us to have more faith in You
Lord Jesus, teach us to be more abandoned to You
Lord Jesus, we pray for Your blessing
Lord Jesus, we pray for Your grace
Lord Jesus, we pray for Your mercy
Lord Jesus, we pray for Your forgiveness
Lord Jesus, teach us to have the will to love our neighbors
Lord Jesus, teach us to have the will to forgive our neighbors
Lord Jesus, we long for You
Lord Jesus, we love You
Lord Jesus, come to us, we welcome You
Lord Jesus, we abandon to You :
“O' Lord Almighty,
at this moment, I commend my spirit to You
For the earth belongs to You, and I am Your creation”
(Said three times) - Amen.
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At the time Mother Mary taught us the Prayer of Abandonment in
the first Novena in January 1996, she started with teaching a praising
prayer for Mother Mary herself, that is the first part of the Praising Prayer
to Mother Mary, which was extended by the Angel Gabriel, God's
Delegate, and the greeting delivered by St. Elizabeth, John The Baptist's
Mother:
"Hail Mary, full of Grace, the Lord is with thee,
Blessed art thou among women,
And blessed art thou, now and forever”
(Said three times) - Amen”.
(actually, saying our praises to Mother Mary is praising God The Creator
who creates Mary without sins and preparing her spirit; in fact it took
place before the world was created, i.e. to become a human being in
God's Plan, to give Mother Mary as Mother to all Her children, and to
accompany them until the time Lord Jesus returns again; that is why
Mother Mary is praiseworthy for ever and ever, red.).
This praising prayer usually closes the Prayer of
Abandonment by saying it three times in a sequence after the Prayer
of Our Father. But on 28 August 2004, Mother Mary put up this prayer in
the Prayer of Longing for God, and said this prayer fifty times just as
it were in the rosary chain. The Prayer of Longing for God also made use
of the chain, which we call The Chain of Longing for God. This prayer is
meant to train the children of Mother Mary in raising the motivation of
their prayer in order to become the highest motivation: because it is
longing for God. The longing for God as extended through a prayer
becomes a supporting strength to return the Love of God, which has
been given to us in advance through good deeds. Mother Mary wanted
her children to pray diligently and to do goods! Because of that her
community in Indonesia is named “The Community of the Charity
Services of the Blessed Mother.” (Indonesian: “Kelompok Pelayanan
Kasih dari Ibu Yang Bahagia.”) Diligent in doing goods, even longing for
doing goods and raising them in prayers. The Prayer of Longing for God
unites our desires to do goods together with the longing of Mother Mary
who invites us to work together with her.

follow Me, he is not proper to me (Cf. Mat 16: 24). Whoever is not willing
to bear the cross of his every day life, to be united in Christ's sufferings,
he is not appropriate to receive the Body and Blood of Lord Jesus to be
united with Him. The experience about the apparition of God the
Almighty on the sacred Host followed by the experience in bearing the
cross of Lord Jesus who has saved us, will also tell us: “You are not
indeed suitable to see the Glory of the Lord, but you are allowed to
experience His Love” (The message that Lord Jesus delivered to Agnes
Sawarno in locution on 5 August 2005)
After His Death on the cross, Lord Jesus rose and you, who have
faith in Him, bearing your every day cross, rise together with Him
spiritually. Witnesses and more detailed experiences about this event
will be given separately in our Website: www.hatiibuyangbahagia.org or
www.heartoftheblessedmother.org
San Sebastian de Garabandal, (Spain)
- The place where The Blessed Mother Mary made her
appearance in front of four (4) children in 1961 -1965.
Mother Mary told us that the events about her apparition at
the place is true, by appearing to Agnes behind the Pine Hill
and she also conveyed her message at the Chapel of St.
Michael by saying “ I once came here, I visited my children, I
did not come to a place honored by the world. But I came to a
small place and to your place, too.”
In the evening celebration of the Eucharist in the feast of
Pentecost, Lord Jesus was present and delivered His Message about His
Real Presence in the form of bread and wine in every celebration of the
Eucharist. The adoration also became an act of devotion, which was
recommended as well.
The next morning when we were about to leave Garabandal, we
were given again the opportunity to see the enchanting image of the
sun, which was very beautiful. There was a woman who saw the sun
surrounded by many bright stars, and there was also another who saw
the sun surrounded by four stars that went round and round.

The Chain of Longing for God Prayer may use the normal rosary
chain, or you can make yourself the chain prayer, as taught by the
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WITNESSES AND EXPERIENCES ON OTHER PLACES IN THE
SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
After leaving Fatima, we continued our pilgrimage to some
places, which were made sacred by the presence of Lord Jesus and
Mother Mary in the past times. There were some important messages
conveyed at those places by Lord Jesus and Mother Mary as well as
by the Saints who received apparitional events.
Basilica Santiago de Compostela, that is the burial of the Apostle
Jacobus, (Spain)
“At the Chapel of Adoration: Lord Jesus appeared in a vision
to Agnes on the Sacred Host in the monstrance as God the
Father, the Almighty, who reigns in heaven clad in a red robe
with a reigning stick on His hand”.
The basic message conveyed was: The Sacred Host is not
just a symbol, but it is the real presence of Lord Jesus with all the
powers and His Magnificence which is given as spiritual nourishment for
His believers to be united with Him. The priests are therefore reminded
to celebrate the Eucharist with a decent heart and together with the
believers always have an honorable deepest respect in front of the Holy
Sacrament.”
After the apparition of Lord Jesus at the Chapel of Adoration,
Agnes got the experience of Lord Jesus' suffering in the form
of bearing Lord Jesus' Cross, not only spiritually, but
physically as well, she felt the heaviness of Lord Jesus' Cross
that she carried.
This spiritual experience was not only to express how a “chosen”
person actually bore a heavy cross in her life as an act of reparation for
the sin of men, but more than that, the cross has a deep connection with
the Eucharist. Every celebration of the Eucharist is presenting again the
suffering of Lord Jesus until His Death on the cross: This is My Body,
sacrificed for you; this is My Blood, which is shed for you. Also, as Lord
Jesus disciples, we have to bear our own cross. (We were asked to join
in Mrs. Agnes's experience in bearing the cross of Lord Jesus in order to
enliven the experience). Whoever is not willing to bear his cross and
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Blessed Mother Mary.
After making the Sign of Cross, the Sign of our Victory, say the Prayer of
Abandonment to God, and followed by Credo (I believe in God... etc.),
and then mention the intention of your Longing, what kind of good
deeds you would like to do, united with the Blessed Mother Mary in
heaven, asking for her support of the prayer together with The
Community of the Charity Services of the Blessed Mother in heaven and
with her children all over the world. Next say the prayer of Our Father,
followed by 10 times the Prayer of Hail Mary and closed by the Prayer of
Fatima: “O Lord Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell.
Lead all souls to heaven, especially those who have most need of Your
Mercy, Amen.”
(Why Fatima prayer? This is the prayer taught by Mary during Her third
apparition in Fatima to Lucia, Francesco, and Jacinta on 13 July 1917.
By asking us to pray it at every end of one set of chain, Mother Mary is
insisting her apparition, presence, and messages in Indonesia on
Refining, is related, is continued, and is accomplished by Her messages
in Fatima. Red.)
The Longing for God prayer is closed by The Glory be...
Blessed be to the name of the Father.... etc, then the Cross-sign
again. The Longing for God prayer could be a personal prayer such as
morning offering prayer or family prayer or community prayer.
Whenever we are in trouble, recite this prayer, we will be united
with Mother Mary. In Her message on 28 August 2004, Mother Mary
said: “Let you all be one in this prayer, be united with me, your Mother in
Heaven. Here is the prayer I'm giving you, a longing for a union in me,
your Mother, Mary.
Mother Mary advised us to be diligent in praying: “Go on, my child! Be
patient in this waiting. If you are patient and faithful, you will
experience ecstasy, but if you have many problems at the end of time
and you are not faithful, you will be worried, frightened in your live.
Please recite this Longing for God prayer to me, be united with me to
come to the Lord Almighty who Reigns in heaven”.
ILLUSTRATION ABOUT THE CHAIN OF
THE PRAYER OF LONGING FOR GOD
CAN BE SEEN AT THE BACK COVER
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1.

Our Victory sign:
In the name of Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit. Amen.
2.The Prayer of Abandonment to God:
“Oh Lord Almighty, at this moment, I commend my spirit to You
for the earth belongs to You and I am your creation” (3 X) Amen.
3.Credo :
I believe in God, the Father almighty, Creator of heaven and
earth. I believe in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord. He was
conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin
Mary. He suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and
was buried. He descended to the dead. On the third day He rose
again. He ascended into heaven, and is seated at the right hand
of the Father. He will come again to judge the living and the
dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy Catholic Church, the
communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of
the body, and life everlasting. Amen.
4.Please state our longing wishes
5. Our Father:
Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy Name, Thy
kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. Give
us this day, our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses, as we
forgive those who trespass against us, and lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evil. Amen
6.Greeting to Mother Mary:
Hail Mary, full of grace; the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou
among women, and blessed art thou, now and forever. Amen
7.The Fatima Prayer:
“Oh Lord Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of hell.
Lead all souls to heaven especially those who have most need of
Your mercy”, Amen
8.Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit; as it was
in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. Amen.
9. Blessed be to the Name of Jesus, Mother Mary and Saint Joseph,
now and forever, Amen.
10. All the angels, and the holy ones, all apostles who art in heavens and
all saints who received the Lord's peace, pray for us. Amen.
11. Our victory sign:
In the Name of the Father, and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
Amen
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will be given to those who believe in Him. However, everything God has
conveyed. Your priests, specially your Highest Priest, declared that they
are the highest, to gather my children all over the world. They made
themselves able to decide whatever has become God's decision. This is
quite heavy for them. They are afraid because of the world, so that
God's Word has no longer become the power for saving my children on
earth.
You should tell them to introspect again whatever they have
decided. Whoever do not believe he will become part of the
world, because God will no longer send any other salvation after
He returned to heaven. This is it... that you have to accomplish.” (25
June 2005)

My Name is Jesus. I Am the Almighty
“No one I delegated to save human beings on this earth.
Only Me and Me,
and forever and ever, until I return to earth.”
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And tell the others about this Truth, and I give you this mission
with your Mother, Mary. It is all right, talk like human beings. I will not
deny and will not blame for whatever has been written. My Words are
human words together with human beings. But this one, I am telling
you, I Am God the Almighty; together with this child I am addressing
you. All right! From today on, I am telling you, I have forgiven all your
sins and do not do anything bad and fall into sins again, and stay close to
Me completely. I am cleanse your hearts tonight.”

Some messages from the Blessed Mother Mary in connection
with the message for the Hierarchy and the priests
“I am your Mother, reveal this to you, but this has been
permitted by God, because I am your Mother, who has been blessed in
heaven. Be happy, my children. My words are right. That is what I am
telling my children all over the world. There is only one God; you believe
in One, only in God, only one is your faith, your Bible, God's Words. That
is what you will continue to praise God in the world.” (29 November
1993)
“This is it that has become a very deep concern in heaven. God
has been ignored, because the world looks big to their eyes whose faiths
are weakening. My children and you, too, my priests, tell them their
weaknesses so far, where they have made their decisions and ignored
God to human beings. And tell them to introspect again whatsoever has
been told and decided by them, for My children all over the world.
And I would say no other Salvation has been sent down after
God the Lord has returned to heaven.
The Salvation has been left among you.
It has been such a long time that Salvation has been among you until
God The Lord returns to the earth, that time your God will receive the
Truth done by each human beings who believe in Him, and whatever has
not been done by the non-believers, the Lord will try and judge all of
them. Whoever believes will enter into His Love and Affection; a fair trial
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THE MESSAGES FOR THE HIERARCHY AND FOR THE
PRIESTS
Mother Mary longed very much to work together with the priests
in the present day Church just as in the past. She had worked together
with the apostles in the Early Church in Jerusalem. In the messages
through Mrs. Agnes Sawarno, in the prayer together with the
Community of the Charity Services of the Blessed Mother, Lord Jesus as
well as Mother Mary so far (1995 2005) has conveyed a lot of messages
to the priests, not only those concerning lives and services of the
priests, but especially in these last days talked specifically about some
of the Catholic Church teachings, as the message by Lord Jesus given at
the time of recollection on 8 May 2005 (before departure to Fatima), as
follows:
“Well, My beloved priests, you all that I love in this mission, I
have come among you. Rejoice all of you whom I invite in this mission.
Be happy all of you! This moment I am saying to you, whoever has
opened the heart in Truth together with me, I will show it in their lives
what the meaning of Salvation is. Once again I am telling you all, well
my priests, I am the Way of Salvation and Truth. The time will come
when you understand who I really am in your lives. Part of the world
does not know, but they are taking the attitude that has made lots of
people go astray on this earth. But there are also quite a lot of them, My
children, who are going astray because of you whom I called, the
priests, you have not been working well. I called you as I promised to
your apostles and you are continuing it. But what I have seen from
heaven, I was disappointed... Those I have called, they did not work
according to what I have been wanting. Look, so many people are going
astray at this moment.
I am telling you, what is more important, the world law or My
Word? But I have seen all of them; the words of the world have become
a tie to you, so that you are made mistaken in understanding the Truth
of Me. This is what I want to say to you. Tell them the truth “I Am who I
Am”, alive and close forever and ever. No more Salvation that comes
down, and that I send down on earth until I return to this world to
become the Judge to each of the human beings. There you are...
because you are afraid of the world, you have disregarded the Truth of
My Word, whatever has been written and written already.
Leave now and go. I will be with you all. Tell the others whatever
I want it to be. Break it down! In My Name! Don't be afraid, this is the
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last moment. Many priests are going astray, they have not done
according to My Will. They want only to be respected and known all over
the world, but they did not care about the Truth of My Word that I have
said through My teaching. Whatsoever are you afraid of? It has been
such a long time since I went back to heaven, and My Power has been
working among you and calling you, my priests, to continue the sign of
My Love to save human beings. But at this moment they are going
astray because of the rules. Once again I am telling you, forward this to
him! (Pope Benedict XVI, red.)
Tell this to him. It is I, the Way of Salvation and Truth. I Am God
the Father The Almighty; no one else is in heaven. Only Me. This is the
last moment. I sent down your Mother to earth to tell you all about it.
Are you that afraid to the world? I am telling you, who are they? This is
what has happened. Many people are going astray, a lot of hypocrisy
among the priests. I did not position you to be kings, but to serve.
Not that you will be hailed! I come to serve, but at this moment it has
become a kingdom full of misleading. I AM the King! I come to serve you
and up to now My power will come among you. Without Me, you will not
be strong enough to face the world of this kind, which is misleading. In
no time, I will not be among you any longer; I will accomplish it through
My power. I do not want it to be like that at this last moment. So as to
make you start a new life, because I have purified this world.
Once again, all the priests who are here now, be witnesses. Do
not be afraid, tell them the Truth. Those regulations are misleading to
you. Because you are afraid of the world, not being liked by the world,
not being accepted by the world, just for a while... but accept Me in your
lives, you will be saved. This is My way, I am using this child, in order
that I can speak to you. Who can prevent Me together with this child. No
one! The dark power will never have the power to prevent this child.
Because I Am with her, and together with you, are called to work at this
last moment, like this.
If you believe that what is coming is My Power through this child,
that is Me. I Am who I Am. Because I always say “I”... because I Am the
Almighty. No one can say: “I...!”, because no one can accomplish it. Only
Me! This is the fact that is neglected by the priests. They no longer
recognize Me in their lives. They have worked according to their own
hearts' will. What a pity!
At this last moment, it is you who are witnesses about Me in
Truth. Tell them about it! Do not ask why it is Agnes I have been using,
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Well, My priests, you have learned a lot about Me, about the
Truth, when I called you, you learned through My Words. Is that not
clear to you? So that your hearts also closed! What has happened on the
earth has been misleading.... Which are more important to you, human
regulations as your superiors more than the Truth of My Words, which
have been written and written? Nobody would change whatever I have
said in your Bible. You obey human beings so that you forget the Truth
itself. I did not make you worldly kings, but I was calling you to serve
and serve, and to bring My children into the whole Truth. That is your
assignment, my priests. Do not soak yourselves in this world. Is the
world that beautiful? I have come to serve not to be served. I am The
Almighty but I Am willing to serve, coming to serve. But I saw the
priests served, not serving...! Anyone, not only the priests, anyone,
who believes in Me, serves. Serve one another, all of you. That is what I
have taught you. To love is to serve. Because I Am the Love, I am
serving... until this time I am serving as well, listening to whatever
troubled your hearts, I relieved it. The world never taught nor is taught
to love and to serve. Only Me! Look at them! They believed in what was
created by the world. They are not able to do anything. Meanwhile,
they get nothing in their deaths.
Talk about the Truth, talk about Me, hey priests! That is your
assignment! Do not talk about the world. That is not your affair. But tell
them what I desire. Baptize them in Spirit. The Spirit is Me Myself. That
is your assignment. Do not seek for whatever you do not understand in
this world. These are my words. Together with this child you are
listening to me. I Am who I Am, and will always be. No one dares. I Am
telling you, they will not dare because they could not do anything about
the Truth and Salvation. They do not have heaven. Satans will never
have heaven. They will enter into the everlasting fire. The time will
come. Only Me! That is why I am telling you I Am the only One, only
One, I Am in heaven together with you who believe in Me. This is what I
Am telling you all. Look! Read what is written in My Words. “ I Am telling
you”. Never was said: “We are telling you this”. I am telling you because
I can give anything that exists, including the lives of human beings. I,
only Me. I am the one reigning in heaven in My Kingdom. It is I who own
heaven. That is why I dare to say, follow Me! I am the Way, the Truth and
Salvation, in order that you will reach the final destination, which is
heaven. Where I reign, the entire heaven is with Me. All right! This is my
word, and go. I bless your mission.
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those who do not understand but accept Me fully in their lives.
A Mother's symbol, I Am with her. That is the world's words. I do
not have a Mother. I Am who I Am. But that is something I did because I
want to come as a human being in order that you can accept Me, My
Presence, in the way it is. I was not born in the way a common child is
born of a woman. I came. I left, through my own Power. Do not try to
think about it, you will not understand it. I came through My Own Power,
and I would go through My Own Power as well. Please understand it, I
Am not a human being. Whatever you have accepted from your Bible, I
was a human being born of Maria. That was My Plan so as to enable you
to experience whatever I have given to you. But it is all right whatever is
written, is written. But I want to explain to you at the last moment, I Am
not a human being, I Am The Creator, Who created you with all kinds of
faces like you are.
Happy be with you, your mother has come to your country to set
up a community of prayer and I have blessed it. I have been with this
child for quite a long time. I am telling you all, this child is not alone. I
have been with her and I Am calling you together with this child to
accomplish this assignment well with your Mother. Well, My children, do
not think about what I have said. But contemplate it with your hearts,
with your hearts.
And you, the priests, your assignments are to break it down. To
break down! So, that they would know the Truth. If they asked, open
your Bible and read whatever I have said in your Bible. Believe in Me or
believe in the world? Just tell them. If you face their judgment later, you
do not have to be afraid. I will be with you all. Be My witnesses! My
Words will strengthen you all. My Words will give you understanding.
Open! Let them see with their eyes! Read! Don't you ever say that
salvation is on this world. This world is full of misleading. No,
there is not! I Am not in this world with the world, I Am in heaven.
Please work, My priests. Do not keep silent and silent. Do
whatever I have said to you. Prepare yourselves well, so as to make the
world understand whatever they said, make as decision and the law for
human beings, human's decision, will become clear. Convey My words to
them. I have called them to save a lot of human beings, not to mislead.
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not the priests. No! I will not be using the priests. They will twist the
facts of the Truth. But this child, she does not know anything. It is I who
speak in her life. Open your hearts! It is I, in reality. I Am Jesus.
Together with Agnes, this child, I have come through My Power. My
Power...! I am talking from heaven, and she conveys it to you. It is I My
self who am talking to you. To this child, I have given everything for the
sake of all My children, in order that they return to Me. I have given all to
this child. Whatever you do not understand, this child does understand.
I have given her that knowledge, so as to enable her to serve My
children well. This child, on the other hand, I have given her wholly to
you, with all the graces just like your apostles. I have given them all the
ability needed so that they are able to work and to convey the Truth
about Me. I have prepared this child far before. I prepared her; with all
the troubles she was able to receive this Truth. Believe Me..., whatever
has been done by this child, has not been the power of darkness, or the
power from her own life. That is My Power that has become one with her.
Look, what has been done by Me, but do not look at this child.
But look at the fruits of what I have done together with this child. Even
Satan will not be able to be against this child. Because I am with her to
serve My children where ever they are.
Be happy all of you, I have chosen you to work together at these
last moments with Me. Take care of yourselves well, and stay close to Me
and pray in My Name. My Name is Jesus. I Am the Almighty. I have
been so long with you, haven't you known Me in real in your lives?
I am telling you the truth, for I am the Truth. It has been so long,
I promised to this child, no one will hurt you for you will be My witness at
these last moments. This is the moment of purification, because human
beings have fallen into sins, and a lot of my children have no longer
believe in Me and leave Me for the earth's sake. All right! If you believe
in all what I have said and what is happening at this moment and who I
Am amongst you, and tell your Highest Priest whom I have called, but
they (Pope, the Bishops, red.) make themselves kings, not serving!
That is why there is a lot of misleading among them. No longer working
together with Me. Everything I have given to them has been misused for
their own sakes. Once again I am telling you, I am the Way of Truth and
Life! It is I who am taking you into Salvation, for I have created you.
Whoever believes and be faithful to Me, I will save him. There is no
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salvation coming again and no other messenger I send to come
down to earth until I return to earth to be the Judge for human
beings. Those who believe as well as those who don't believe, they will
come into judgment. But you who believe, you will be under one
decision of love. I will give the law of love to those who believe in me. Tell
them the truth and open My words in the Bible and read them with your
hearts so that you will understand. I have told you, I am the Lord who
became a human being (Cf. John 1: 14). I want to save human beings,
after that I will be with you to serve you, until I return.
“No one I delegated to save human beings on this earth.
Only Me and Me, and forever and ever, until I return to earth.”
Tell all this to them all. Break it down! Break down the door! I will be with
you, don't be afraid. Nothing is hidden at the last moment like this. Tell
them! Do not mislead My children again and bring them back to Me.
Work all of you, and just work! Do all this! I will not leave you wherever
you are working to convey this Truth to the world. Look...! They are all
living happily with the world. I came, I taught all that in humility. I Am
God, descended to the earth to become a human being, and I want to be
with you, to live together with you, to talk to you, and to serve you. But
what do you see...! 2000 years ago and up to now, what is the proof
about that Salvation itself which was conveyed by your apostles I
delegated to earth to preach about Me, to tell about the Truth, and
Salvation.
The world cannot save you. It is the power of darkness, satan, to
devastate human beings. Once again I am telling you, take care of
yourselves well and stay closely and wholly to Me in order that you will
not fall into temptation which comes from this world. Human
regulation... How far will the perfection of the human regulation be?
Well, all the priests who are here, you will become My witnesses and you
will work.
Break them down all these last moments. And tell the world
that it is I who Am the Truth, God the Almighty that creates
you. And I have never sent the redeemer to this world. That is
satan! The devils! They build one mass. That mass misled a
lot of human beings on this earth. A lot! A lot! Plenty of
people! They do not believe in Me. Alright! The time will come
when I will accomplish all this, that problem, and you will see,
no more...!
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Those who believe in Me, they will be living joyfully after the day I have
given, the sign for you. I am telling you: “Has all the misleading gone
that far, all that have happened in the world? Those are My Word. My
Word was ignored, annihilated. And I am telling you, use My Word to
break down all those mistakes. Work together with Me, do not rely on
yourselves. My Word that I have given to you, I left It in each of your
hearts. They are assets in your spiritual journey.
Be witnesses! Do not be afraid, I will be with you to
accompany you in this last moment. Finish it all. Let the world
seethe, because in no time My Power will come down to earth.
Before coming down, let it seethe, tell them first of all that I
Am God.
This is I, who am talking in heaven, and you are listening to
me, My Power is coming amongst you, through this child I am
talking to you now.
Talking and talking... The time I came to earth, I talked, too. A
lot of talking conveyed it all to men. Written down! Accepted! But afraid
to proclaim the Truth which is I, Myself. No use of calling them! It would
be better if I did not call them, than those misleading existed and
provided. Woe to those who had provided the misleading. In fact,
misleading will keep on existing until I come down to the earth, they are
devils. But woe to those who had provided those misleading.
Do not put yourselves into misleading nor mislead other people
about Salvation. This is what I am telling you about. Listen to Me with
full attention. Be happy that you can listen to Me through this child. This
is My Power; you could not bear it if I show you My self directly. You will
not be able to be in that position. That is why I came down to be a human
being so that human beings accept me in entity and listen to Me. If I
come as God the Almighty, human beings would not have the strength
to face Me.
All right, whatever your Mother desires, I will give it to her.
Because she is willing to work and to serve until I return to the earth. I
give her to you. For Me, she is not My Mother. I created her to make My
self present to the world, to save human beings. I give her to you.
Logically speaking, you will not be able to reach the stage I Have done...
What has happened, whatever you have received and that you have
believed as faith in your social life. You will not understand it. Happy are
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